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Registration Continues To Be Well-Coordinated
By JOHN GUGGENHEIM
Feature Editor
Is it 261-86-6309 or 26786-6309?
This was a typical reaction
of many students at registration in response to the change
from student numbers to social security numbers.
According to registration officials student numbers were -

time they graduate.
Registration began at 7 :30
Monday morning and lasted
until 8 p.m. Tuesday registration was from 8 :30 a.m . to
noon .
Registration officials said
the last minute addition -of a
Tuesday registration w a s
done • because they feared
some would stay away on
Monday thinking all courses

changed •in an effort to facilitate an easier and quicker
registration for students. Although most students were in
a quandry about the innovation, Quarter III registration
went rapidly and smoothly.
ALMOST ALL of the lines
were short with the exception
of a senior seminar (CBS
401). All seniors are required
to take the seminar by the

would be closed.
A RANDO~r Oracle survey
of registration produced these
results: One seventh quarter
freshman said, "If I could get
an earlier appointment maybe
I could become a sophomore." According to one senior, "It was a hell of a lot
better than any registration
I've been through. All the elements were coordinated ex-

cept for senior seminar."
Another student complained
about his late registration appointment. The Basic Studies
Senior said, "If I didn't have
to take all those upper level
zot!llogy courses I could get
accepted to upper division."
ONE EXCITED sophomore
girl said, "Wonderful, just
wonderful! It's much better
when you get someone to pull

your cards for_you."
A group of seniors sitting in
the coffee shop agreed that
there should be more sections
of senior seminar at a given
hour because students have to
schedule certain classes in
their major at particular
hours. They concluded that
there should be more than
three night classes of senior
seminar.

Another male senior said,
"If I wasn't interning this
quarter I would never have
•been able to get my cards
pulled."
Perhaps one junior co-ed
summed registration f o r
most. ''I was supposed to registe.J at 11 a.m. by the time I
got there they were already
calling noon appointments."
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Mar ch Senate Mee t
Cancelled By' Allen
By RAY ZOGORSKI
News Editor
Claiming USF's proposalmaking body, the Senate
Council, of the University Senate, had "no proposals for the.
Senate agenda that are within
the General Duties or Specific
Duties assigned to the Senate," President John S. Allen
canceled the March meeting.
ALLEN released a memorandum to members of the
University Sehate on March
20, with his decision. The

memo failed to mentfon that
the scheduled meeting for
March 26 had already been
canceled due to Spring vacation .and was slated for today.
March 13 marked the last
Senate Council meeting at
which student Sen. Doug Griffin proposed a resolution for
the March agenda that would
"urge the Board of Regents to
adopt the policy of registration of campus organizations
in lieu of the recognition system as proposed by Chancellor Mautz, our student govern-

ment, and the State Council of
Student Body Presidents."
THIS FOLLOWED a statement by Burke Kibler, chairman of the Board of Regents ,
concerning the recognition
quandry that said any petition
that goes through the proper
channels and is "reasonably
presented" will get the attention of the board.
_
Dr. Charles Arnade, professor of American Idea, and
member of the University
Senate, was to have called an
"emergency meeting" today

of the Senate Council for
"clarifying t h e statement
made by Pres. Allen."
THIS REl.'ORTER asked
Allen if Kibler's statements
did not make the Senate Council's demands appropriate.
This reporter was told: " I
think you ought to read some
of the policy statements and
this will clarify some of your
confusion. Read the policy
statements that created the
Senate."
Allen called th e organization proposals a demand not
within the assigned duties of
the Senate.

Photo by Wiley

Brook,

The 'Real:' Easter Bunny, Folks!
There is an old tale that wise Gypsies tell as they are ·sitting
around the smoldering, sparkling camp fire: The Weird God
of the Western Wagon comes down to Earth once every
thousand years and grants a wish. Lo and Behold •. ~ this was
the year and it went to The Oracle staff. We told him to ·c an

the floppy ears and furry suit business and give us a 'Real'
Easter Bunny. We closed our eyes, and what did appear but
little Genie Nable, 4ENG. Unfortunately, she refused to
deliver our baskets as she ·was wrapped np in reading for
Quarter Ill.

SEMINAR TELLS USF

"GEJ\'ERAL and Specific
Duties" as defined •by University Policy Statements and defended lly Arnade and Griffin
states "The Senate Council is
an integral part of the University Senate and is established
to assist the Senate in its de"The medium hub is a key
By LISA HAR,RIS
man of the Civil Aeronautics Seminar last week th a t
liberations by making stud~s
Sta.ff'W:riter
--,
-Bo~d,toJ& i.l_1e Air""Trall};JJor_: "-Tuday 1ve are the conver- cvrnponcnt of the system, and · of proposals and making ·apJohn H. Crooker Jr., Chair- tatii:m ahil ' rfle: Medium H1i6 - gence .of#vo great arteries in it ' must continue to receive
propriate reports thereon. The
.the nation 's body, education attention from federal, state,
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of
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tiate appropriate proposals of
·
•, • · ..
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'ing ; and all fo~casts point to lutions of - air transportation
spectacular future growth."
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_. , •.
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lems; and 4. long-range planmented: "This is the type of lect1on of a new staff,._! wish to restate -an -Orl;lcle ·poh"A great .majority of our.in- •ning," -said. Croo1'er.
action we've been objecting to cy that seems to have become clouded.
--.., ·,- . ··
. tercity travel now moyes by
"First; we should not be
for a long time. Allen has conThe
Oracle
is
an
open
medium
...
has
always been' air. The promise that air tr.:av- stingy in _doing oµr planning."
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medium.
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en
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less liy denying them the op·
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Our press run at full .strength is 10,500. It -is the only · 81~Tfihcance,b sai df·Crookler. h. · may be such that a sepraate
affairs. It is part of his policy
.
th t
.. .
e num er o peop e w o
.
of keeping all. of the real me d1um a can approach .-compete
1
commumcatron
'· travel . between the United · airport can 1ead to more effi power up top, in his office. on campus. If the _
c_am_pus _does no_t use it, _eithe,r out of .· states. and E'urope has in- cient use of an airport for the
"Sooner or later, he is going apathy or-·dogma,.1t 1s a tragedy. The Oracle can-only • creased about 1000 per cent in certified carriers." "Next,"
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' "Philosophy and rhetoric
ation with those two groups
(constructive rebellion) ' can ·remain faithfuf -0rilY,\if . ;c DiO'.m . the · latge super-hubcan do nothing but benefit the free communieatfon -is p'errnitted .· •·• Wliich'p·uls :The · ; Cities, -an~
- also · from ~e . arid.. .a·, broad· liberal. arts prof ti
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b
gram at a -university do not
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Oraclewhere?"
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·
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·
,group-~
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cr
es -;-;we escn e · suffer_w_hen a course .in transHarris Dean, chairman of
He should"have stated: "Which puts ;('l'heAdrili,rfi~- ' as,~~~u:;:u~r 'the medium . ' por,tation ,is offered, . rather,
the Senate Council vice president for academic affairs said tration) • or .(The Establishment) _or (.Qogma.ti'c -Sti,i-, . size -hub city _ih,·the air trans- . such -courses .are ,complementthere would be no meeting of dent Activists) or (Apathetic-Students) where?"
portation system is . that it is .. ed-"
.
th e Senate today because "the
It is my hope that The Oracl,e would -be-used :b y .EV., · a heavy traffic, provider in its - - - - - - , - - - - - President calls the meetings ERYONE - from President John Allen down--=-. to ex- ,own right," said Crooker.
· and he has decided not to . press their ideas, g1·ipes and compliments to the 'Unic" It is also a good by-pass
have a meeting." He also said
versity.
_
'
·
point," he con~inued . . "In a
he didn't know what the agenMy desk and The Oracle's pages are open to anyone f~w of the medium . hubs, the
da was to be for the April 23
.
·
.
;.·
.
. au-port-maybe adequate as a
meeting • • . indicating that with a ma~re , factual, doc1;1me1:ted complaii:it- ! ,hope s~tellite airport, if locatedGriffin's resolution may not that_ the <:1hzens of the Umvers1ty commm_uty would close enough to a congested
realize this and use The Oracle to get thmgs done. major terminal."
be present.

Urge Transportation Dept.
OPEN LETTER

uS·e··. .·T'he

Marlboro Trio In Free Recital Thursday

USF, .ACU(;M Start
'Audience Developmen
For the second season, an
Audience Development Pro. gram on college . and universi-

Questionnaire
Distributed
After working on the
problems of the Quarter
Calendar for two quarters,
the Regents' Committee on
the Quarter Calendar • has
released a comprehensive
questionnaire which seeks
to determine student, faculty, and administrative attitudes on the subject, student president Steve An- '
derson said.
The questionnaire i s
being distributed this week
and will go to every student, fac ulty member and
academic administrator in
the state.
Students will receive the
questionnaire during registration . The faculty and
administration will receive
theirs from the college
deans. All questionnaires
should be retu rned to the
University president's office (ADM 241) by campus
mail, or will be deposited
in centrally located dropboxes in the University
Center the Administration
Buildi~g and the Social
Science Building.
The results of the questionnaire will b e c o m e
recommendations to the
Board of Regents.
"

ty campuses is being undertaken by the National Endowment for the Arts, with the assistance of the Association of
College and University Concert Managers (ACUCM), of
which USF is an institutional
member.
Of the 40 colleges and universities selected from applicants from educational institutions throughout the nation,
three institutions in Florida
including Florida Presbyterian College in St. Petersburg,

Florida State University in
Tallahassee and USF, received a small matching
grant of up to $1,000.
The Audience Development
Program at USF will include
a series of free chamber
music recitals devoted to
music for the chamber trio:
Those ensembles that will be
included in the Chamber
Music Series will be The
Marlboro Trio, Thursday; The
(Please see Chamber, Page 8)

~~~~~~~t~~~~- ~~s~

O _r(I c
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Oracle-Editors
Announces
New Staff .

IN NCAA SWIM, MEET

Six Name d All-America
·By JOHN JOLINSKI
Sports Editor

JOE LEWKOWICZ

TERRY BRAZEL

Six USF swimmers were
named All-America in the
NCAA College Division Swim. ming Championships as the
Brahman swimming team
made its first bid for a national title a successful one.
The Brahmans finished 12th
in the meet with 60 points.
Over 60 small college teams
took part in the contest which
was won -by the University of
California at Irvine \~ith 260
points.
TERRY . BRAZEL paced
the USF swimers by taking
three All-America honors,
while Mike McNaughton got
two_ Joe Lewkowicz, Mike
Berry, Bill Kelly, and Dave
Keene each took one.
Brazel grabbed laurels by
placing third in the 200 butter~
fly, fifth in 100 butferfly, and

for his leg on the 400 medley
relay.
LEWKOWICZ BROKE a
Springfield College pool record and a USF team record
by swimming the 200 butterfly
in a time of 2 :01.8, shattering
the old mark of 2 :03.3. Brazel
finished third in the race with
a time of 2 :02.8 in a real close
race.
Mike McNaughton received
his two All-America honors by
placing ninth in the 100 backstroke with a time of 58.0 and
for his part in the 400 medley
relay. He failed for a third
honor when he was disqualified in the 200 backstroke
when he missed a turn. His
time of 2 :08 was eighth.
THE BRAHMANS Mike
Berry established a new USF
record when he swam the 1650
freestyle in a time of 17 :54.6
breaking his old mark of
18 :06.5.

Bill Kelly and Dave Keene
netted their honors by winning in the 400 medley relay
along with Brazel a n.d
McNaughton.
TO
R E C E IV E
AllAmerican honors a swimmer's time must finish. in the
top 12 positions in that event.
Each All-America will receive
a certificate f r o m the
NCAA.
Swimming Coach Bob Grindey had nothing but praise for
his team. "The team really
put out a tremendous effort
in every event," he said.
"Lewkowicz did an outstanding job for us by winning our
only event and Brazel kept us
right in there with fine swimming."
"Its good to see what you
really have to do to heat the
best," he continued. "We'll do
:better next year because now
we'll know what to expect."

imrn McNAUGHTON

DAVIE KEENE

Philip R u n n e I s, 4SPE,
newly elected editor of The
Oracle for Quarter ill, bas
announced his staff.
They 'include: Polly Weaver, · managing editor; John
Calderazzo, editorial page editor ; Stu Thayer, makeup-copy
editor; Oscar Ros, assistant
makeup-copy editor; Ray Zogorski, news editor; John Jolinski, sports editor; Max
Ramos , assistant sports editor; Maxine Kamin, fine arts
editor; John Guggenheim,
features editor, Wiley Brooks;
staff photographer; Duggy
Young, staff artist; Hilda
Lough, and Lisa Harris, staff
writers. ·

Ike Services Today
Memorial s e r v i c e s for
Dwight D. Eisenhower will be
held today in the Teaclling
Auditorium-Theatre (TAT) today at Z p.m., it bas been
announced.

MIKE BERRY

BILL KELLEY

,
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Anderson Sworn In
USF Student President Steve Anderson (right) is sworn Into
office March 21 In ceremonies in the University Center B&llroom. Anderson is scbedaled to be in office for the next
12 months.

Commun-ication Is
Urged In Inaugural
dent and vice-president during
By HILDA W UGH
Staff Writ.er
their term of office.
Guest speaker William GilUnity and improvement of
communication among stu• len, president of the Tampa
dents, faculty, the administra- Chamber of Commerce spoke
tion and the community were on the improvement of comthe main themes of the Stu- munications between the Unident Government (SG) Inau• versity and the community.
Gillen expressed his desire to
gural Banquet March 20.
The banquet marked the be- help the University and the
ginning of the term of office SG in their relations with the ·
of a new SG Executive Branch community.
PRESIDENT JOHN Allen
and honored former President
Scott Barnett, Vice-president and Vice President for StuFrank Winkles and departing dent Affairs Herbert Wunderlich then addressed the legissenators.
SWORN INTO office for the lators and praised the accom1969-70 term were Steve An- plishments of the SG in the
derson,
president;
Chuck past years.
In his inaugural' address AnTonkin, vice-president; and
senators Doug Griffin, Betsy derson said he would continue
Tonkin, Mary Margaret Rut- and complete the, many
ledge, Ken Rubin, and Roger worthwhile programs begun
under the Barnett-Winkles adCoe.
Senator Roger Coe was ministration and added that
named Outstanding Legislator one theme of the new adminof 1968•69 and plaques were istration was "to continue, to
represented to Scott Barnett maintain the progression.''
, Anderson told the assembly,
and Frank Winkles for their
.
"today,
as no other time in
outstanding service as presi-

the history of colleges and
universities throughout ·the
nation, students and · .student
governments are faced with a
cl}allerige."
' BE ADDED that this was
"a challenge which, through
determination,
constructive
moderation, and responsible
activism, we must meet if we
are to make student government an equal a nd viable
partner in the university's
total power structure."
Anderson said that SG's efforts this year will be directed
toward meeting this challenge
and ' that the SG "will be less
directed toward changing and
imrpoving our internal structure and more toward eliciting a meaningful response
from the student body.
"The purpose of student
government is to serve the
student body, to provide every
benefit available, to work for
their best interest, to make
their issues our issues, and to
establish the idea of the uni-

HEW Grants

~1.4-Million
for Building

Dr. Merle Dimbath, said enough in the Florida 12th
that today's total educational grade tests to be admitted to
system "has deep roots in state . supported universities.
rural America and reflects a He said the state average was
more agrarian economy. We 35 per ·c ent.
Kirk said .the Model Cities
now have a whole generation
area school dropout rate for
with an urban heritage."
THE OBJECTIVE of the those under 18 was 24 per cent
conference was, in the words higher than the rest of the
of Dimbath, ''to obtain work- country. Half of the residents
ing papers to provide a basis over .25 have less than eight
for additional legislation and years qf formal education.
KIRK SAID that in learning
for guidance in future research and study activities." from other areas, problems
Kirk spoke of Tampa's un- ignored are problems that will
derprivileged students, saying fester and grow until they exstudents don't become drop- - plode." it is not a difficult
outs, they become "push- thing to have a second class
outs" or "drive-outs". Kirk state," Kirk said. "All that is
was referring to the statistics necessary is to do nothing."
that only six per cent of the
Kirk criticized the cqunty's
students from the Model City vocational program, defying
area!:...o f Tampa score well anybody to show him what

youths had gotten jobs within
the last year.
Another subject was the
location of Tampa's new Hillsborough Junior College. Dr.
William Birenbaum, president
of Staten Ilsand Communty
College in New York, said it
was insane not to put a junior
college campus in Ybor City,
"There is only one reason not
to put a campus in the black
community," he said, "the
principle of a segregated society."
. Dimbath suggested at -a
press conference before the
conference that the State Department of Education might
concentrate its energy on secondary education, leaving the
junior college system to operate separa_tely,
.. · . ·

DR. CLARK KERR
... at UF soon.

Kerr Speaks
At Florida
April-22

GAINESVILLE
Clark
Kerr
the
man
in
the
middle
The U.S. Department of
when student unrest erupted
Health, Education and Welat Berkeley - will speak at
fare ,recently awarded a $1.4the . University of Florida
million grant td USF for
April
a new Language-Literature
P resident of the University
building.
of California for 11 years
'.""'"Bids for the $2.9-million
prior to his resignation in
dollar building will be adver1967, Dr. Kerr is noted as one
tised July 1 and received Au· The Student Health Center of this country's most articugust 1, with construction to
has announced that, because late spokesman on the modbegin in October or Novemof the one-day registration,. ern -university.
ber," said Clyde B. Hill, diHe will address a Religionstudent
health insurance was
rector for physical plant planThree grants totaling nea rly Strong, professor, psychology, not sold at registration.
in-Life convocation on the
ning and ooerations.
$300,000 have been approved were in amounts of $5,100 and
It may be purchased at the subject of the university in a
"THE BUILDING IS sched- by the U.S. Department of $6,504 respectively.
Cashier's Office, Administra- time of turmoil. His talk foluled for completion in the Health, Education and WelA $500 grant from Benjamin tion 131, during business lows a lecture by author and
summer of 1971," he added. fare (HEW) for studies at W. Heath, president of Coast- hours for the next 30 days. social critic Max Lerner · on
"The recommendation from USF.
al Petroleum Company, was
Continuing students who April 21, also part of the Reli·the State Advisory CommisThe largest of the three is received by, the USF Founda- · have not previously applied gion-in-Life series.
sion asked the federal govern- an $182,692 award to be ap• tion for participation in the for insurance must make apDr. Kerr is chairman of
ment for one-third of the cost plied to a program for train- Geothermal Survey of North plication in the Student Health the Carnegie Commission on
of the new building ; but be- ing specialists in the area of ' America.
Center, University Center 411. Higher Education. His present
cause of a change in policy, problems associated with old
Coastal Petroleum has ac~
position at the University of
1
the grant received was one- age. Dr. Thomas A. Rich, tively encouraged geological ,
California is professor of ecohalf of the cost," Hills said. chairman of the Behavioral research in Florida universiDewey Speaks Tonight nomics and of industrial relaThe new building will house S c i e n c e Department, will ties for m_a ny years. Joseph
Dr. Robert E. Dewey, phi- tions.
the English Department, Mod- head up the one-year project. Banks, chief geologist, said losophy professor and departern Language, Speech DepartThe other two grants, one a
the present grant will support m ent chairman at University
ment
Psychoiogy Depart- research fellowship for the a study of deep earth temper- . of Nebraska, will speak on
ment, Interdisciplinary Pro- continuation of work towards atures in Florida, . <;;eorgia,
"Causality a nd Freedom" this
grams, Mass Communica- a Master's Degree for Karen South and North Carolina.
afternoon at 4 in Fine Arts
tions, and Campus P ublica- E. Meadows, 6ZOO, and one
Dr. George M. Griffin, asso- .Humanities 236.
tions. It .will be located south for a study of the intelligence ciate professor, geology, will
His appearance is being
bf the College of Education of the purpose under the direct the project ·in the four
sponsored by the Philosophy
building.
direction of Dr. Paschal N. states.
Department.

USF Gets Grants
Totaling $300,000

22:

Insurance Sold
At H-ealth Center

Oracle Gets
All American

From ACP
The Oracle has received its
fifth consecutive All-American
award from the Associated
Collegiate Press (ACP) for its
Quarter I papers. This is the
80th All American Critical
Service conducted by ACP at
the University of Minnesota.
Student newspapers from
more than 600 colleges and
universities across the nation
are judged on the basis of
content, writing and makeup
in categories based on enrollment, frequency o·f publication a nd method of printing.

N-e w Post Office
US_F's lat.es~ physical plant addition ls a fully-automat.ed post
~~fice. Physical Plant Director Clyde B. Hill said such facilities are becoming quite common on University campuses and
some downtown areas. The facility sells stamps, weighs

packages, and does just about anything a regular post office
can do. The facility has the added advantage of being open
24 hours a day.
Photo by Wiley Brooks

ANDERSON
CLARIFIED
his administration's position
on the methods of achieving
these goals. "As I have said
many times before, there will
be no place for violent confrontation under this administration. Violence is no alternative."
The new president warned
against misinterpretation of
this statement, however. He
said, "Though we do not seek
confrontation, neither do we
fear it; though we do not incite controversy, neither will
we evade it; though we do not
condone violence, neith_e r will
we allow abuse by others there will be no bayonets on
this campus."
Anderson- stressed the importance of unity in the university community and added,
"We seek a more productive
means of progression.

USF Photo

And A New Vice President
Student Vice Pres. Roger Coe (cent.er) a.ccepts plaque from
former Vice Pres. Frank Wmkles (left) as former Pres. .Scott
Barnett (right) looks on at swearing in ceremonies last month.
in the UC Ballroom.
.

USF Could Accept
Day-Camp Program

-Gov. Kirk Blasts Tampa
City Drop~Out Quota
Governor Claude Kirk
lashed out · at some of the
state's shortcomings in Florida's first conference on the
problems of urban education
held here at the end of. Quarter . II.

versity for the student, not the
student for the university," he
said.

THE ORACLE WAS
. JUDGED in the category of
weekly publications in schools
of 4,000 or more students.
The Ora cle was lauded for
"enterprising journalism" for
its piece on J oe "The Whis, tier" Engressia and for devoting a full page to the Vietnam
Survey conducted by a graduate student in psychology. The
Ora cle features were a lso
noted as "professional."
The sta ff of these papers
was Mario Garcia, editor; ·
. Connie Haigley, Managipg editor; Leslie Taylor, editorial
editor; Polly Weaver, m akeup ·editor; Oscar Ros, assistant make-up editor, and Margie Sisk, news editor.
AlsO', Jeff Smith, sports editor; Maxine Kamin, fine arts
editor a nd P at Hill, advertising manager.

USF ·has applied to participate in a federally-sponsored
summer day camp program.
Acceptance will be announced
sometime this week.
The National S um m er
Youth Sports Program · will
encompass 40 metropolitan
areas. It will be financed by
$3 million in federal funds,
plus an additional $1.5 million
for the 126 universities and
junior colleges that ,vill be invited to participate.
If selected, USF would provide facilities otherwise not

ed by the NCAA with University staff and loeal people
manning the facilities.
Florida Presbyterian College has also applied for the

program. Metropolitan areas
were c hosen because of high
poverty rates.
Tallahassee was also chosen.

Till.man Riot ·_Bill
Killed In Cofflll1ittee

TALLAHASSEE Merobers of the Hou$e Committee
on Higher Education have reused during the summer.
jected by a vote of 6-5 the bill
The program is adminis- filed by Rep. Jim Tillman of
tered by the National Colle- Sarasota calling for a n interg i ate Athletic Association im committee to investigate
under contract · with the De- campus dfsorders and organipartment of Health, Edu·c a- zations causing disorders.
0 e-•n.,.
tion, and Welfar.e.
·
_.A second bill, file(! 'b y "lr,!;~=
_
_
Dr. Rit:h;r-d · ·. Bowers - di- T2!f1 Tobia~e~ of :g_ensacrlr;i~
rector of IffiY§l~fil:'.:~ducalfon, - ditl!ctt.i the Regems to prosaid the program here could vide a system of punishment
provide facilities for possibly · for ·students inv.O'lSed: in cam200 culturally_; deprived . -clill- pus. clisordeFs, waSo- 'Jruled 8-3
dren. They . will:' be. instrn.cted.:;: by the:comm.ltteev=:_
in swimming and . other swn-·· . ~· · Ti1J_miri1 bill: r'.ec_e iyed conmer sports. -_
.
demnatory r ~mafks -#om ReBowers said the program ·. ·_gents Cbairmctn:X>. Burke Kiwould be a "good opportunity bler , arid Chancellor-· Robert
for the University to make a - - - - -- .- .- . ~.:.,.,..~__ _ __

s

contribution to the area." "' ·
The program will be direct~

Mautz
·
Higher Education Committee chairman William R. Con.w ay of Ormand Beach said
the committee "expressed its
confideqce in the Regents'
ability
operate in the state
university system" by rejecting the 'J1llroan measure. ..
C.Q!l~V,__~~~~
•= ,.,,-_. "the comnu·t·tee'·notea-:fliaf'iliffe has been
no violence • on the campus
and no •interruption of educational activities. The publicity
given a· small number of students and faculty members
has obscured the moderation
and restraint and dedication
of the vast majority of the
students and faculty."
_ _ _ _ __ _:.__ _ __

to

Edu(Q~
iion To Start

22 Seats Open lnner..City· T~aching

April 30
Twenty-two representative seats will be open in
the Student Government
college-wide elections Arpil
30.
Eleven seats will be
available in the College of
Basic Studies; two seats in
the College of Business;
two seats in the College of
Engineering; three seats in
the College of Liberal
Arts; and four seats in the
College of Education.
Students in each college
may pick up applications
for candidacy in University
Center (UC) 219. Deadline
for applications is April 16.
Candidates for office
must also submit a · blackand-white head shot of
themselves and a 150-word
summary of their plat•
forms and qualifications to
the Oracle office, UC221,
by 5 p.m. April 16.

History Talk

By GLORIA SIMS

lish - Journalism - Education
Correspondent
may take the course over a
The College of Education is period of three quarters for
advancing a new student- two hours, four hours, and six
teaching progra m to aid the lJours credit consecutively.
"inner-city" schools and at
the same time offer participating students broa der experi-, Dr. Martin In
ence in teaching, beginning
Ac.hievement Book
with the 1969-70 academie
Dr. Dean F. Martin, a·ssoci· year.
ate professor of chemistry,
English-Education, a nd English-Journalism-Education ma- has been selected for inclujors were recently introduced sion in "Two Thousand Men
to a student-teaching plan of Achievement -1969."
which will center in part
The book, published by Kay,
around i n t e g r a t e d and Sons & Daughter, Ltd., Lonpredominately Negro junior don, is distributed throughout
high schools for two quarters the world and is scheduled
for
and a third quarter at a publication in May.
"middle-class" senior high
The publishing firm said the
11chool.
Under the program, stu- biographies a r e published
dents could begin their t each- purely for prestige value. The
ing three quarters in advance 1969 edition will be the first
volume of what is to become
of graduation.
RATHER THAN wait until who have made significant
the last quarter of the senior contributions to mankind.
year , as _is customary, to .take
. Dr. · Martin has published
Supervised Teaching (EDC more than 50 scientific arti499), for 12 hours credit in one cles, papers, and books dealquarter, students ma joring in ing- with his field of endeavor,
English-Education and 'Eng- marine chemistry.

Set Thursday
Dr. H. Koenigsberger will
be speaking Thursday evening
at 8 in the Engineering Auditorium. His topic will be
"¥usic a nd Religion in Modern E uropean History."
Koenigsberger is professor
of early modern European
history at Cornell University.
He was previously professor
of history at the University of
Nottingham, Great Britain.
His appearance is being sponsored by the History Departm ent.
He and his wife will meet
with students Thursday after- IT~
noon at 4 in Social Science
285. They will discuss current ~~
r esearch in early m odern E uropean history.
~

~1

I

Scholar Entries
Now Acceptable
. USF is a ccepting applications for awards honoring
outsta nding graduate and potential gra duate students.
Competition for the awards is University-wide and selections are made by a central committee upon recommendations form department chairmen and college
<leans. ·
Recipients of the University Scholar Awards will devote 15 hours a week to teaching or research in a University department. They will receive $2,700 for three qua rters of service plus coverage of r egistation fees .
Dr. J ack A. Chambers , chairman of the University
S_chol~ Aw~ds Committe~, s~id the deadline _for applicat10? is April 15 a nd a pplications may be picked up in
Science Center 234. The ne w scholars and their sponsors
will be announced in May, he said.
~··. •
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Students 'Give A Damm'
For Tutorial Program
Its tutors supplement the
work of the schools by providing individual instruction and
concern often lacking.
Students can tutor week. days and Saturday mornings
· for a minimum of one hour a
week.
: THEY. STAY with one child
long enough to build a relationship . with children who
often have no understanding

By RAY ZOGORSKI
News Editor

USF students have the
chance to, in the words of Jim
Loper, "Give a Damn." Loper
heads the USF· drive for ·the
Iptensive . Tutorial Program
(IT) an opportunity . to tutor
in underpriviledged child.
1
The IT program ·requires. no
qualifications. Over 250 USF·
students and an equal number
of: non-students are involved
in the program concentrating
on the' inter-city and outlying
rural . areas.
-TUTORS, IN Loper's words,
are . assigned to children twoto-five years below normal
"Experimental P s y c h oreading skill levels · for · the
pathology" will be the topic of
Hillsborough C9unty schools.
a; series of ten iectures to be
'. L6per gave the 'example of presente.d by the Psychology
a . 12-year-old with only a Department this quarter.
fout,th . grade rec/-ding . level. ·.
Dr. Jack Sandler, currently
"We don't expect to cure the
world, but we do ha.v e some a senior research psychologist
at the Veterans' Administraobjectives," said· Loper. ·
.Children are referred to the tion Hospital at Miami, will
program from a:rea· schools: be the first lecturer in the $eThe main goals of the pro- ries. He will speak in the Kiva
gram is to raise the achieve- of the Education Building at 2
p.m. on April 4.
ment level of the students.
DR. SANDLER received his
IT ALSO strives to improve
the self-concept and motiva- Ph:D. at Florida State Univertion of the students µrrough '--sity and has been actively ens_howing genuine concern in gag~ in experimentai rechildren as individuals. Im- search on the development of
provement in race relations is self-punitive behavior in monanother desired objective.
keys and other mammals for

Civil Service Will Conduct Exc;amination
~

of the value of education, no
opportunity in life, often without the typical middle class
values and encouragement
from home.
If interested, S t u d e n t s
should contact Jim Loper in
FOC 207, ext. 188. Deadline
for application will be April
18. Tutors will also have to attend an, April 7 orientation
meeting.

Chuck Rodgers, 4ELR, receives the Activities Achievement
Trophy from Duane Lake, director of the University Center
(UC) at the recent UC Awards Banquet.

Lecture Topic

'Jloz11ers
3805 E. lake· Ave.
Tampa, Florida
Phone 626-6717

x._eep ~ove (}rowing.
endYlo-wersfor&ste_r.

• 18H

Highest UC Awa~d
USF Pholo

P~yc.hopathology Is

Jrlack's

The Civil Service Commis- sign up for the examination in
sion will conduct a Federal · Administration (ADM) 280
Service Entrance Examina- with. Joseph Tomaino in
Placement Services.
tion in the Business AdminisEach year the Federal Govtration Auditorium April 26 at ernment employs more than
9 a.m.
15,000 college graduates with
Interested students should starting salaries ranging from

the past several years.
His research has been widely published in many scientific journals, including the
" Journal of Comparative and
Physiological
Psychology,"
"The Journal of Experimental
Analysis of Behavior" and
"Psychological' Bulletin.''
Dr. Sandler is also the au-·
thor of a chapter in a forthcoming book 'on the behavior
therapies.
DR. SANDLER'S lecture
will concern operant condi-.
tioning approaches to the development of self-punitive and
other pathological behavior in
marmoset monkeys. ·
All interested members of
the University community are
invited to attend the series.
The lectures will be given at 2
p.m. in the Kiva on the dates
indicated below. Other distinguished lecuteres are:

Hospitality Committee, InterCommunications Committee,
Special Events Committee,
Recreation Committee, and
Movies Committee.
Each applicant will be
screened for membership on
Thursday, April 17, beginning
at 7 p.m.
The University Center Recreation Committee's Tournaments sign ups are being held
now throu gh Wednesday,
April 16, in the UC Recreation
Room.
Tournaments to be held include: carom, table tennis,
billiards, snooker, and chess.
Trophies will be awarded to
winners.
The University Center Fashion Committee will be sponsoring a charm course entitled · "Be Some Body" beginning Monday, April 21, at 2:00
p.m.
Girls who are interested in
signing up for the six-week
course may register at the UC
Information desk now through
Wednesday, April 16. The fee
for the co~e is $1 per person.

I 'Transparent Man'
I

I

--

94.riY-does
apeifectsize7
looKpeifect ·
only21 da.YS.
evetymontfi?

Dance, 'Spellbou1nd'
Highlight UC Week

The University C e n t e r
Dance Committee will present
the "Glass Lizard" for a free
street dance this Saturday, at
9 p.m. in front ot' the University Center. The dance is free.
The University C e n t e r
Movies Committee will present "Spellbound". as the weekly movie feature this weekend, Friday through Sunday,
at 7 :30 p.m. in the Business
Auditorium. Admission is 35
cents per person. Ingrid Bergman stars.
· The University Center Program Council will begin its
membership drive next Mondar, in the UC Lobby, beginning at 10 a.m.
Students who are interested
Pipe And Drum Corps .in applying for membership on
Perform Monday In FAH any of the 10 standing comThe Pipe and Drum Corps mittees may sign up at the
from Dartmouth High School registration table in the lobby
in Montreal Canada will' per- from Monday, April 7, until
. form Monday at 2 p.m. in . Friday, April 11.
The 10 committees considFine Arts 101. Admission is
ering
new membership are
free .
the Arts ~ Exhibits Committee, Dance Committee, Music
Committee, Personnel Committee, Fashion Committee,

Come.help us celebrate the

$5,732 to $6,981.
:· •.::,
A new experimental:_. program is being presentel this
year for appointmenfwithout
taking the written test'.l o outstanding a cademic r~ g_r.d:applications. For further.:-i.iif-0rmation contact Tomaino. ·-:::

To Debut Tonight

"The Transparent Man with
a Horn," a visual-sound creation presented in a sound
X-ray videotape, will have its
:.~.
. . Florida debut tonight at 7 :30
in the Fine Arts-Humanities
Auditoriµm.

first time the instructor· can
look "inside" th·e· player:

It has nothing to do with
·calories. It's a special
female·weight gain ...
caused by -temporary
water-weight build-up.
Oh, you know ... that
uncomfortable full
__feeling that sneaks up .
on you the week before
your menstrual period.
This fluid retention not
only plays havoc •with
your looks but how
you feel as well.
(It puts pressure on
delicate n,erves.and
tissues, which can lead
to pre-menstrual
cramps and 'headaches,
leaves emotions on ~dge.)
·T hat's why so
many women take P AMPRIN~.
It gently relieves water-weight gain
to help prevent pre-menstrual puffiness,
tension, and pressure-caused cramps.
PAMPRIN makes sure a perfect
size 7 never looks less than perfect.
Nor feels less than perfect, either. .

Reservations must be made
through the Music Department at ext. 311.

I
~

John Haynie, assistant profTessor Stoft muu:ic ~tyt ~othrthi
m
exas a e mvers1 , 1s e
innovator of the project. Haynie wµI give a two-hour public
@.1,
lecture-demonstration on his
·~ "Videofluorographic Presenta®
,.4
tion of the Physiological Phenomena Influencing Trumpet

I

g
j

of our beautiful new

ffiERLE nORfltAn :cosmETIC
STUDIO
8866TERRACEPLAZA

ffi

I:~;:;:~:.::;.
W story of how a trumpet player
ri·
f.f: uses his trunk, throat ?-nd lar[1. ynx to produce wind modificaii tions to make d i f f e r e n t

Phone 988-73'94

Friday, April 4 and Saturday~ April 5 ·

C/b FREE~
A ~omplete new look and a complexion care program
designed just for you. In private. Without charge.
Free favors ... exciting thank-you-for-coming gifts
which will introduce you to, our fabulous selection
of cosmetics and grooming aids!

I_

i

~f£::;:~R~:;?.;;h;

most interesting and valuable
presentations for music enthuever presf?nted in this

1.5:es:~
I

I
m
~

HAYNIE'S INNOVATION
deals with all aspects. of
brass-wind techniques .from
the diaphragm up through the
oral cavity.
Haynie said this project
could be ma jor breakthrough
in brass teaching as for the

1 ·cs· Et 1· ·1
::
ec 10n :

s

" wm Be Held I
April 23, 24

The College of Bc/-5ic
Studies Council will be
holding elections April 23
and 24 for the selection of
seven councilmen. Deadline for . proclamation · of
candidacy is April 11.
Applications can be obtained in Administration
Building 109. Qualifications
include a College of Basic
Studies classification, a
grade-point-average of 2.0,
and candidate must be In a
CBS classification three
quarters following the election. Ter ms of office begin
April 25.
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bring out t:qe-gypsy
in your soul

Villager traditionals
with the look of t~day

A hint of the untamed spirit that's in
every girl is captured in t he wild mountain flower print. Scoopy neck, dirndly
skirt and sweepy sleeves . .. a pretty
peasantry by Charisma in ptnk or yellow, 5-13, $24. Maas Jr. Dresses,
.all stores except Gandy Blvd.. Store
for Homes

......,~~Villager t ransla tes today's man.......
tailored look into feminin e t erms .
Pared-down waist-hugger pants of navy "
Dacron® polyester/ cotton army cloth,
$16. Dacron® polyester/ rayon voile
bush shirt, navy and white-che~ked and just this side of see-t hrough, $11 .
·M aas Viiiage Shop, West Shore Plaza;
Downtown Tampa, and North Gate

.........
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JOHN CALDERAZZO

Many Questions
About Protest
Need Answers

0~CLE
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EDITORIALS AND COMMENTARY

Protest and dissent in the United
States, particularly on the college campuses (including USF), is probably at an
all-time high. In fact, protest is such an ,
important and controversial issue today
that botq protestors .and those who protest the protestors are beginning to talk ·
and act more irrationally every ~y.

.·. Needed: New Dialogue At USF
..

'

.•c,,P res. John Allen said at the
Student Government installation
March 20:· i,A dialogue of intelligent :reason" must be established
between administrators and stud'ertts:·And he continued to talk for
tfili~_m.inutes on communication as
tlie ..only alternative to animal violence.
~-::];his is a strange · statement
foom . a man who has established
himself among the students and a
portion •of the faculty as I a USF
cernmuter ....,. going from his car to
his:office and back to his car.

;::- EARLIER in the week, campus
aetivists were seen carrying nap- ·
ldns~ forks and a pot to the president's office in a demonstration of
tht absurd: "Eat Allen."
:·:'This is a strange action from a
gr_oup ·of people who claim to be
maturely concerned with the
well-being of the University.
The . ·. breakdown seems complete. Rapping for the sake of rappiri,g_Q.n_..b.oth sides is taking place
a:nd the issues have been lost. Or
so it seems.
·
,.

.I'

They are, in fact, as well as the
Student Government, The Oracle,
the entire student body • . . "a
congregation of students inspired
by aims which tqe_y_ ·try to explicate in a political ideology, and
moved by an emotional re~llion in
which there is always present disillusionment with and rejection of
the values of the older generation
.. . and a conviction that their
generation has a special histprical
mission to fulfill where the older
generation, other elites, and other
classes have failed." (Lewis S.
Feurer in Saturday Review, Jan.
18, 1969).
THE _ENTIRE . process must
begin again. Certainly there would
~ a lot of dialogue on camijus if
the Administration Building were
filled with activists and state
troopers. But forced communication isn't always meaningful or rational. That's why a "dialogue of
reason" must be established NOW.

Even the President of the United States realizes the importance
and necessity of speaking to the
people periodically.
·

• THE _ADMINISTRATION .has
attained a communicative reception at times: departmental exams
Have .theoretically been eliminata,nd quarter hours are being
reassessed. But Dr. Allen hasn\t
. teceived the credit for i,t •.. IF he
tjeserves it'.
, In fact he and the administration have given little indication
that they have. considered ANY
suggestions or queri~s other than ·
those arising from the Student
Government.

But for now - Students·: Orga•
nize your complaints and put them
in writing and The Oracle will pub-lish them. Administrators: Answer
them through The Oracle or, at the
very least, give .some indication
that you _are _existing, .teeling;
thinking, and listening.

·. BECAUSE OF their education,
th~ activists are able and willing to
articulate those issues . which
plague more then the small minority of students that are labeled
"activists,. ... and nothing more.

If those with questions fail to
submit them and if those with answers fail to respond, then there
should be a careful examination of
everyone's purpose at this, institution.

ed

Ultimately, an open forum· in
the mall would be an immense
breakthrough. Or students seated
on the Executiye Board.

If George . Can -Do It
: G_eorge C. Wallace is alive and
has changed his return address
i:iddress from P.O; Box 1968 to P.O.
Eox;I..972.
,
He's done this ,because he has
sent out over a million newsletters
asking supporters for a yearly contribution of $12, · claiming most.
Amerfoans ·still support his conservative philosophy. The newsletter
stated his purpose was to "keep
the movement alive."
Have you considered keeping

It is a sticky ~bject to discuss. The
issues involved are often vague and complex and the answers to problems are
difficult to come by,

THE QUESTIONS, however, are
easy.

Is This Any Way To ~un A University?
(See EditorialJ

Kibler: 'SDS And SSOC
Cannot · Be Recognized'
'

ddm. not become a license for those who · tion or overthrow 9f government by
. are bent upon destroying the environforce. This includes · the governance of
Board of Regents
ment which must surround the a<:ademic
the university. Board policy therefore
community in order that it function. The · does not permit the approval or continPresidents of several of the State uniRegents' obligations extend~to preservued. recognition upori any campus for
versities have inquired as to the intering the university in order that the free- · which it is responsible of chapters of orpretation by the Bo'a rd of Regents of its
doms it is dedicated to .protecting be not
ganizations dedkated' to formenting disnewly adopted policies relating to official
themselves destroyed.
turbances which may result in interruprecognition of student organizations. I
tion or c!estruction of the educaJ:ional
THE BOARD OF Regents policy pre- :process.
wish at this time to make known to all
concerned the position of the Board.
cludes official recognition of a student
organization which advocates the disrupIt is the Board of Reg~
judgment,
The Board is determined that freebased upon demonstrated behavior on
campuses throughout the United States,
that the S.D.S. and the'l--,S.S.O.C. cannot
therefore be recognized by any university for which the Board has responsibili•
ty.
By BURKE KIBLER
Chairman

_ In the past two years, the quart~r system at USF and the other
State universities has been · very
much like-the wea.ther - everyone
~lks about it but no one does anyt4ing about it.
, I

s But now USF students and facu}ty members are being given a
very real chance to do something
a3;JOut it. Every student who regist~red Monday should have re_ct?ived.a questionnaire drawn up by
~ Committee For the Study of the
.q uarter Calendar. The statewide
Cbmmit,tee, composed of three stud~nts, three faculty members and
tijree administrators, has been appt>inted by Board of Regents Chanc~llor Robert Mautz to decide how
ttj make the quarter calendar oper.,.;•

• • •

your movement alive?
. IF A BUNCH of bigotted Wolves
in sheet cloti}ing can put forth
some effort for the next four: years
. . . why can't you?
Be ye Republican, · Democrat,
Peace and Freedom,. Independent
or New Party . . . contact your
local organization and see how you
can become involved. But for
God's sake, don't let George Cor·
ley Carry in '72 !

ate more smoothly and effectively.
Representing USF on the Committee are SG President Steve Anderson, and J ames J. Ray, professor of biological science.
The four-page questionnaire is
extremely q:,mprehensive and has
ample room for many coniinents
and suggestions. Anderson says
the results of the questionnaire will
be channeled as suggestions -to the
Regents, who will act upon those
r ecommendations.
All students who ha'(e any complaints about the quarter system
should take the time to .fill out the
questionnaire and sent it to President Allen's office or the Student
Government Office (UC 219) within •
two weeks.
·
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Who are the protesters, anyway?
(Who or what is their target?) Do they
think as individuals, or is it a case of an
army of the blind being led by a few
generals - and in that case, who are the
generals? Do the people in ANY historical movement think as individuals?

ARE THEY sincere? Or ~ to-days
protestors simply new members .of a
growing "culture of dissent" in which
protest is more of a fad than anything
else? If this is true, is it better than previous "cultures" of passive assent?

1
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Why are people protesting today rather than yesterday? Are issues now more
vital to the well-being of the_-individual
and the country than they were 10, 50 or
100 years• ago? Or, thanks to the fantastic growth of the mass media: and the expansion of higher education, are people
now simply more aware of problems and
better able to articulate their greivances? Or both?

The Board does not'intend to deny in'·.
dividual students the right td join any orMany of the goals pf the protest
ganization which is permitted under the . movement are .undeniable noble _a nd just
United States Constitution and the laws
_ for example, equal rights for 'Negroes
of the State and the Nation. Nor does
this statement infringe any constitutional
- Qut can you sanction pieceme~ immo.
rights of freedom of expression or , asral action, like the breaking of certain
sembly which students are entitled to ex~ laws, tci achieve the ~ter, m<ir al end?
- · ePcise• on -university c~p~s,. · Sut.b., . Do ·the: ends alwa,.~-justify .tll~
IIDIJ!
rights-do. not depriv~ the Univ~rsity and
·
r ·
the }'Aard ctf Regents of the a:nthority '.arr ~
Does the philosophy of. the '~ d
obligation to impos~ · reasonable regula" -politics of confro~tation" give •liyense
tions as to the recognition, e:xistett<:e and · for anyone to ignore whatever law he
operation of student organizations on
feels is morally unjust? Could a decent
campus. ,.. -~- . . -·• .~.
. ..society exist if everyone thought and
University recognition of a student o'ra cted this way? Could a decent society
ganization carries with it privileges_and
exist if they didn't?
rights, including the right to use univer)
sity facilities and· seek awara of a porJS PROTEST all too often· based on
tion of registratkm fees allocated to stuhopeless
idealism completely irrelevant
. dent government. Moreover, official recto
the
"real"
world? Or must .all con•
ognitton connotes approval of the Pill'.·
pos~s and objectives of such organiza- . crete changes in the world iD:evitably
tion.
follow from ~ idea or image, an image
Those who have followed the actions
of which Society is always ,a , poor
of the Board of Regents should be aware
imitation?
of its deep commibnent to> the concept of ,
academic freedom .a nd of its belief in the
Is it impossible to "legislate monls?"
right, indeed, the obligation, of universiOr can law affect our acts, and through
ties to expose students to c:onflicting
them, our beliefs?
points of view.
Individually and collectively the
Are protestors too impatient? Change
Board through its actions and its statecomes faster than ever in our culture
ments has encouraged exercise of the
nowadays. Is there a danger of hasty and
right of free expression and defended
ill-prepared important legislati':)n? Or is
that right against attack from those who
it long overdue? And even if laws, and
would circumscri'be it. The Board is demore important, social mores, changed
termined to uphold those attributes of
faster than they ever had before, would
freedom which mark a university.
it be fast enough to satisfy the protestors? Is there a tactical advantage to be
won by protestors in easing the-pressure
on administrators and thus avoiding
often irrational " backlash?"
·
1

Fill Out The Questionnaire
-·. •

Here, then, are a couple of million
questions about prot~st and dissent, the
answers to which might someday solve a
lot of problems and save this 'c ountry
and the world a lot of grief:
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OUR READERS WRITE

SG Not Doing It's Job
.

.

. THOSE WHO advoc~te revolution say
the "system," or "oppres.tjve machine,"
i:e., the government, is inherently cor•
rupt and therefore ought to be changed.
Is the system to blame or are the people
who happen to run that system to
blame?

mouthpiece and coordinator of work. The
Editor:
The real significance of the resignapeople have to be the instigators and the
tions of five Student Government Legismuscle behind any real change.
Editor:
Or, is there· really something inlators at the February 27 :meeting of the
After attending USF for four years-, I
herently corrupt about a government or
SG has been overlooked. In the March 5
STUDENT Government is divorced
have finally determined the root of all ' schooi administration which 'Often rigidly
issue of the Oracle Hilda Lough and
from the people. Those who resigned did
evil - the Administration. Tl,le registrar
opposes 'change on moral grounds, finalJerry Sternstein accused those who reso in part to r emove any barriers beand r ecords office have caused most of
ly changes only when it is forced to, and
signed of giving up, selling out, and . tween themselves and their constituency
the grief I've suffered here. The old
then through a miracle of logic forever
being gutless.
and seek new directions for action. They
adage that pressure . originates from
after defends that change on the_same
have not given up. They have gone on to
Would those writers be so foolish to
course work and grades is somewhat
moral grounds?
further things. ,
think that Student Governfnent is the
true; however, the Administration
Daes it make sense to advocate revoonly or the best means of a<:complishing
applies the most friction and pressure.
They resigned to shock the Legislachange at USF? Look at the past record.
lution
without first offering a plan ~r
ture into action. They wished to dramaEvery registration has been hell,
The change that has occurred here has
reconstruction? American colonists -1n
tize the SG's slow drift into the arms of
especially two years ago when students
not been accomplished within the sys1776
revolted, and then drew plans f9r
the Administration.
were squeezed into the UC ballroom with
tem. It has only been· executed through
reconstructon.
Is this a valid analogy.?
a
shO'ehorn.
that system.
Miss Lough said at the end of her article "We will have
effective, responMY LAST problem with the AdminisTHE ONLY reason we now have the
WHAT GOOD has the protest movesible
SG
only
when
the
comedians
take
tration
has been in submitting my tranBill of Student Rights is because John
ment done in this country and abroad?
their routines elsewhere and the children
scripts to graduate schools. It has taken
Would Negroes ever have been given a
Allen knew Campus Coalition was ready
leave their tantrums at home." How
three requests to get one (hopefully)
fair break if they (and others) didn't cry
to take further action. Similar situations
true. I dO' wish the REAL comedians
transcript to a graduate school. The
out? Will the Vietnam war really last
would go shuffle ·their paper somewhere
three requests totalling 14 separate tranaccount for visitation hours, increased
forever if students and Congressll'len
else. Thos~ petty ·bureaucrats o,f the SG
scripts have been lost in the mail. (Ha,
student · membership on All-University
don't protest more than ever?
are not really funny when you realize
hear that U.S. Postal Service - a stab
c:ommittees, and t h e forthcoming
what they are doing to students at USF.
at you !) The three graduate schools inAnd finally . . . does anyone know the
abolishment of women's curfew.
Their negligent inaction is hurting peo-, . volved began awarding financial aid answers to all these questions?
The •people really guilty of selling out
ple.
Feb. 15. I have fat chance to r eceive
and betraying students at USF are the
any now.
UNL~ the SG can establish real
SG Legislators who have become pupsupport with its constituency and soon,
· The Administration is not r esponsive
pets of the Administration. They live in
to the students when IT is in error. The
the dream world of shuffling paper fan- · students will get together exclusive of
the SG and do jts job themselves. That
student suffers (especially from the draft
tasies and mimeograph machines.
The Oracle welcomes and enwill
prO'ba'bly
mean-cops
with
bayoneted
board) not beca~e of his mistakes but
,I.The real chance for change does not
courages letters to the editor. All
rifles like at FSU last week. Get on the
because of the · Administration's. And
· . lie in the Student Government. It lies
letters must be signed and kept
stick....student Legislators.
people wonder why we complain . . . ?
'
rather with the people of USF; the stubelow 350 words.
,
MIKE
BOOROM
> dents and tjie faculty. The Student GovDOUG GRIFFIN
WKT
Commuter
Representative
'.\ ernment should enter the
as
J
.
1'

Root Of All Evil

an

a
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3:30 a. m, NUMBER

Allen Or Vietnam?
j·

Bay - Campus
Editor:

E>~C LE

~

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING RATES

0.

.

NUMBER 1: South Miami Police Chief Sal Vizzini said . ·.•
after a bust in Miami by two deputies shrewdly disguised as
hippies who bolted into a house and "knocked (the arrested)
down on the couch and one held a gun on (the arrested) and
the other walked through the house kicking in doors" . . . "if
someone turned up dressed like that outside my house at 1
a .m., I'd want to check them out pretty closely before letting
them in. Those boys are lucky they didn't get shot."

D ADS

5
(27

CHANNEL 16 (WUSF) has a new series, locally filmed in
their own Black and White Color Production Studios - Jim
Fair: Quixote of the Courts. Tampa's Supervisor of Elections,
in his flamboyantly hairy manner, discusses "The Facts of
Life" each Tuesday at 8 :30 p.m. It is not possible to give details of the show in advance because of Fair's impromptu
method of bringing in guests and his propensity for dealing
with "hot" issuei;;. Fair commented his future guests would be
"whoever gets out of jail." The show is experimental and its
continuance depends in large measure on viewer reaction. Try
to watch the show and drop the station a line . . • they need
your support.

characters/line) __ _ $1.00 Male or Female to care for two
children ( ages 7 and 8) from 2
Additional Line _______ ·.15 p.m. , to 6 p.m., 5 days
per
week. Reliable transportation
·Repeated: 2-4 lssnes
.90* required. F or Interview, call
•75• 988-1105.
l\fore than 4 issnes
Male & Female cosmetics is
CHANNEL 16's DAVID SUSSKIND SHOW features "Angry
•Per five lines (27 characters)
No. 1 in profit, third,-iJ! sales. Women Rap Men, Sex, and.. the System" and "Prison Guards"
·
·
Share in profits. Part-time posi- telling all Monday
at 8. Repeat Wednesday at 8.
ii1#frtv;; · . . ',-·- ·&.; .-·%5~£¥Tu~~
tions now open. Fbr, information
·
A special loan of El Greco's "Christ Bearing the Cross" from
_ - call Gayle 838-9481.
the Clownes Fund Collection will be on view at the Museum of
Fine
Arts in St. Pete at 255 Beach Drive North until April 13.
21.
MISCELLAN
EOUS
3. APTS. & HOUSES
"Fiddler on the Roof" is running at the Bayfront Center in
Jeans for guys and gals. Blue, St. Pete through Saturday with an 8:15 curtain. Tickets average
2 - well-furnished bedrooms for tan, white and black. Levis,
girls, ·tath, kitchen privileges, Wranglers, Lee Riders. Boots, $5 and may be purchased at the Box Office.
swimming pool, dishes, pots, too. Sunshine Dept. Store-1802
THE FIFl'H ANNUAL FWRIDA, Original Folksong Compans, furnished. Call 988--2667, 7th Ave.-Ybor City
SC12 a.iii.
·
""w-=-an
__,t-e5i-,--=R""id"'"e_r_d.,..a"'i!,...y--,t_o_v..,.ic"'in~ity- petition will be held at Beaux Arts Coffee House in Pinellas
Park on Easter Sunday from 2 to 6 p.m. Composers may enter
of 7216 North Lois Avenue. Martha Salazar. Call 932-1310. Will two original songs to be performed by themselves or their rep10. AUTOMOTI VE
Share expense. Needed for Quar- resentatives. Festival will be judged by Robb Constantine, head
- - - - - - - - - - - - • ter III.
of the N.Y. State Folk Festival. Grand Prize is the Jean ThomTIRES,. at wholesale prices, all Female looking for roommate as "Trapsin' Woman" award in
honor of the Kentucky folk persizes ·,vi.de - oval - slicks - red- to share 1 bdrm. air-conditioned
sonality.
Admission
is
$1.25
with
free
coffee.
_ line - \Vhitewall or black. $8 .25 apt. 1 mi. from USF. Completeup with;trade in. Call Wes Dis- ly furnished and carpeted. TV.
The State Theatre Company at the Asolo Theatre in Sarasotributor,ship.
· 935-9704.
ta opens Friday evening with "Two Gents," an adaptation of
Shakespeare's "Two Gentlemen of Verona."

------- ------1

0

Meet·the man-with the

College Senior Plan William S. Avery
or

If you're a college- senior
graduate·
student, Protective Life's College Senior

Plan is for you. This unique life insurancesavings program offers special benefits at

.preferred rates. And your policy is com- ·
pletely paid up by normal retirement age.
Remember, too, that premium deposits
may be deflirred until your earnings increase. Sound like a plan worth investigating? It is. Get full information from your
Protective Life College Representative.

Cassius Clay is on "Firing Line" with Buckley Sunday at
6:30.

PROTE~~;;-~......
1'1.._
d'""-Ulla

COMPANY

Wednesday for
Wednesday.

publication

the

next

Send news Items d irect to "Editor,

now.

ter.

Lectures:

-Today, Prof. Dewey wlll speak on

"Liberal ism'' at 4 p.m., FAH 236.
-April 3, Prof. H. Koenigsberger,
Cornell U•niversity, will speak on Music
and •Religion in Modern European History," at 8 p. m., ENG Auditorium.
-April 8, Dr. William Sears, Flor ida
Atlantic University, will speak on "Prehistory of the Lake Okeechobee Basin,"
8 p.m., .Ballroom of University Center.
Open House : The Developmental Center extends an invitat ion to all staff
and faculty to become acquainted with
the new facil ities available, 2-3 p.m.,
April 7, SOC 131.

Volunteer Tutoring: Staff and students interested in volunteer tutoring
(mlnimum of one hour per week) with
the Intensive Tutor ial Prog ram which
works In poverty areas, a,r e asked to
call Jam es Loper, ext. 188 9r see him
In FOC 207. Facu lty members are
asked to . make this announcement in
class. ·

Student Numbers: Staff and faculty

are reminded that 'effective Quarter II,
student Social Security numbers will be
used exclusively in lieu of student numbers.
-

Speakers Bureau. The Office of Infor-

mation Serv ices handles requests for
speakers from many off<ampus civic
groups and schools. Those interested in
accepting oogagements are requested to
notify Information Serv ices, ext. 181.

-Campus Date Book

T imes and places of organizations
meeting regularly are , posted on the

University

Monday, Apr. 7
Post-train ing Period Conference for

APRIL 25
IBM•Tampa: Mktg, systems, engr.
ca:mputer programming (BUS AD,

Wecltiesday, Apr. 9
Posf.traln ing Period Conference for

Deadline for Quarter I Is

April 11. Quarter II applications may
be completed anytime during this quar•

Center

Lobby

bullel in

TODAY

University Buyer's Guide, 8 a.m., UC
Lobby.
API Membership Drive, 9 a.m .• UC
Lecture - John Haynie, 7:30 p.m.,
FAH IOI.

THURSDAY
AOI Membership Drive, 9 a.m., UC
lobby.

APRIL 24
John Deere Col: Sales & credit, re p.

(BUS AD, MGT, MKTG,
Winn • Dixie Stores, Inc:
Slore mgt trainees { BUS AD).

Co-ops In College cf seslc Studies, 2
p.m.,ENG 3.
Co-ops malorlng
p.m., ENG 3.

In

Libera!

Arts,

2

Career Planning · Conference for students interested In Cooperative Educa~
tion assignments dur ing Quarter JV and
I, 2 p.m., ENG 3.

Co-Op Placement ,

More than '1.50 employers are current•

ly seeking USF students for Cooper••

tlve Education Training assignment for
Quarter IV and I (Quarter IV begins
Monday June 16, 1969). For further in•
format ion visit or phone the Co-op Of!"
fic e, ENG 37, phone 988-4131, ext. 171.
New assignments availab le for · maJors In all colleges, especially good op.

portunltles for maiors in chemtstry, en•
gineering, accounting.
All students Invited to attend Career
P lanning Sess ions he ld each Wednesday. Sign up In advance at Co-op Of•
fice, ENG 37, or come to ENG 37 at 2
p.m . on Wednesday tor room ass ignment.

Placement Services

bus

mgt

ACCTG).

MATH EEK ME, IE, CHEM, PHYSICS). IBM-Boca Ralon: EE, Actg, bus
ad, programming, finance (EE,
ACCTG, FIN, BUS ADM) . Rocha LR<>·ratories: Sa les rep: (all fiel ds) .

APRIL 28
Army & Air Force Exchange Service:
Summer intern in retailing, acctg, food
mgt, personnel, engr & systems -

SUMMER EMPLOYM ENT.

Dean Btttle's Meeting, •JO a.m., UC

204.
senior

Accounting

p .m., UC 248.
Chamber Music

Club - Dinner,

7

Series, 8:30 p.m.,

FAH 101.
APO, 9 p.m., UC 204.

FRIDAY
committee en Teaching 7:30 a.m., UC 255.

Breakfast,

Soundsations Tickets, 10 a.m., UC

loll by.
CBS council, 2 p.m .. UC 158.

Religious Services, 2 p.m., UC 2'8.
Adrenal Gland Luncheon, 2 p.m., UC
255-6.
APO, 7 ·p.m., UC 213, 215.
,
uc Movie: "Spellbound", 7:30 p.m.,
BSA.
SATURDAY
UC Movie: "Spell bound", 7:30 p.m.,

SSA.

UC Street Dance, 9 p.m ., North UC.
UC Mov ie:

0

SUNDAY
Spellbound/' 7:30 p.m.,

SSA.
Coffee House, 7 :30 p.m., Univ. Fel•

lobby.

soundsations

tickets, 10

a .m .,

.

.
. APRIL 29
Exchange N1tio11a1 Bank:· 'Bank m.gt

l ,ralnees
ECON).

(BUS

ADM,

ACCTG,

FIN,

APRIL 30
Florida Probation & Parole Commission: Supervisors. (All fields: Psy, soc,
related fields ). Ring, Mahony & Arner:

Jr. accounlants (ACCTG).

MAYS
Army & Air Force Exchange Service:
Trainees : mgrs, buyers, acctg, personnel, systems (BUS AD, ENGR, MKTG,
0

ACCTGJ .

MAY&

Fla. State Dept of Public Welfare:
Welfare work.er (all fields) ..
MAYS

HIilsborough County Public Schools:
Teachers (Elem & Sec Ed).
•
MAY 15

Dade County Schooli:
Teachers
The folowlng organizations will be In(E lem & Sec Ed). Polk Counly Schools:
terviewing on campus. Check with
Teachers
(
Elem
&
see
EdJ ; Broward
Placement, ADM. 277, ext 2895, for In• ·
terview locations, to schedule appoint- County Schools: Teachers (Elem & Sec
Ed).
ments, or for further lnformatlon. InforMAY22
mation within brackets indicates related
Brevard County Schools: Teachers
ma jor fields of study.
(Elem & Sec Ed). Marlon County
AP.RIL 1

WAYNE NEW 'JERSEY SCHOOLS: - Schools: Teachers (Elem & See Ed).
Hendry
County
Schools:
Teache rs
Teachers (Elem & Sec Ed).
(Elem & Sec Ed). The Upjohn Co:
, · APRIL 2
Sales,
mklg, sales mgt (All fields OKALOOSE•WALTON JR. COLLEGE:
biolog y & chem background preferred).
Teachers (M. S. in Educ).
MAY 26
APRIL 7
Pasco County Schools:
Teachers
' HURON VALLEY SCHOOLS: Teach•
(E lem & Sec Ed).
ers (Elem & Sec Edl .

will conclude this season with

the award-winning French
film, "The 400 Blows," scheduled for next Wednesday, and
"La Guerre est Finie" May 7.
Neither of these motion pictures has ever before .been
shown in the Tampa area. __ _~.
"The 400 Blows " directed.
by Francois Truffaut, - with- Jean-Pierre Leaud and Pal;
rick Auffay, received both tti•e
New York Critics' , Award
the Cannes Film Festivaf
Award.
It is the autobiography:, o{
Truffant's childhood; ·(h e
story of a young boy turned
outcast.
__
The masterwork of Alain~
Resnais, "La Guerre est
Finie," holds the Cannes Film.
Festival Award, the Intenfa~'
tional Film Critics' Prize _and
French Academy Awards follthe best film and best perfoi:~
mance. This motion picti.q-e,,
starring Yves Montand an(
Ingrid Thulin, depeicts a ·contemporary man's struggle
with the necessity for coinniit:
ment.
The films are shown in- the
Business Administration Auditorium at 8 p.m.

·ana·

APRIL t

BRANDON ,SCHOOL D I ST R I CT
(Ortonville,
MICHIGAN):
Teachers
(Elem & Sec Ed) .

APRIL 11
REYNOLDS METALS CO: R... dev,
acct, engr. (CHEM, ACCTG, ELEC.
ENGR., IND ENGRJ •

Your last check

APRIL 14
LOS A'NGELES CITY SCHOOLS:
Teachers (Elem & Sec Edl. DEL
MONTE SALES: Sales rep (All fields

Student Government - Tu'for Pro-_ for sales , bus ad rn. prefer red).
APRIL 15
gram, 9 a.m., UC lobby.
CONSOLIDATED MILLINERY
Soundsaflons tickets, lo a.m., . UC
lobby.

USF's Film Classics series

trainees (LIB ARTS, BUS AD, all fields

for ~ales).

Wednesday, Apr. 2
Pasl-lr1lnln9 Period Conference for
Co-ops malorlng In Education or on

Education assignments In Quarter II, 2
p.m., EDU 103.

dent teaching dur ing Quarters I and II
next year should make application in
EDU 303

IV,

and I, 2 p.m ., E-NG 3.

The Oracle, UC 222" (ext. 619).
Class Changes, April J.4 with $10 fee.
~ Teacher Interns: All College of EducatlOr\ majors who plan to do their stu--

from home

CO.
OF CHICAGO : Manager trarnees Ca ll•
fields).
CONTINENTAL
CAN
CO:
Training & dev, fin, mfg, engr, ind
engr (F inance, Econ, ME, IE, Ind.
Mgt. ACCTGJ. DADE COUNTY PARK
& RECREAT ION DEPl': Recreation

just bounced?

Center Director, specialist, Or supervi •
sor ; Park: •M anager; landscape arch
(PHY EDUC & RECREATION. (INTERNATIONAL) I HARVESTER; Dist rict
mgt, sales trainee (SUS ADM) . SOUTHERN BELL: Mgt. in tech ind, engr in
systems (BUS AD, ENGR, MATH,
PHYSICS ). PI NELL AS COUNTY
SCHOOLS: Teachers (Elem & Sec
Ed).

APRIL 16
DEFENSE
CONTRACT
AU D I T
AGENCY : Auditor'- trainees (ACCTGJ.
HORWATH
&
HORWATH:
Accls
(ACCTGl. PILLSBURY CO: Sales, mer-_
chanc\ lser (All Fields - BUS or MKTG

preferred ).

APRIL 17
JOHN H. HARLAND CO : Mgt.,
acctg , mktg, (MGT, ACCTG, FIN,
MKTGJ. GOOD HUMOR CORP: Sales
(SUMMER EMPLOYME NT, All
Fields). Dlsneyland : summer Employment

Think it ove~ over coffee.
TheThink Drink.

APRIL 17

John H. Harland Co: Mgt, acctg .
mktg {MGT, ACCTG, FIN, MKTGJ .
Good Humor corp: Sales - SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT (All F ields ).

APRIL 21

Sperry Microwave Electronics OiVi•_
sion: Res & dev. (EE, IE, PHYSICS).
.

APRIL 22
General Mills, Inc: Sales, sales mgt

(BUS

AD, MKTG , LIBERAL ARTS).

College Life

insurance: Sales, sal ..

F'oryourown Think Crink Mug, se nd ?St and your name and address lo:

mgt CAIi non-technical.)

APRIL 23
Travelers Insurance Co: Sales, mgt,

Think Drink Mug, Dept. N, P.O. Box 559, New York. N.Y.10046. The lnternalional Coffee Orpnizalion •.

UC

lobby.
1

"Arsenic and Old Lace" with Helen Hayes tonight at 9 on 10.
"One Fatal Hour" with Bogart tonight at 9 on 44. "Seven Days
in May" with Kirk Douglas and Burt Lancaster is the story of
an attempted military coup by the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff over the President .. . Thursday at 9 on 13. "Becket"
with Richard Burton Saturday at 9 on 8 and "Romeo and Jul-.
liet'' Saturday at 11 :30 on13.

tion assignments during Quarter

Bulletin Soard notices should be sent
to "Director, campus Publications, UC,
226" (ext. 618) no later than noon

lowsh lp. ·

WILLIAM S. AVERY

HOWE=-~~~

dents Interested In Cooperative Educa•

Official Notices

IDGHLIGHTS
IN_ TELEVJSION- P.BOGRAMMING THIS .
MONDAY
•.
:
·
·
·
Thi Interviewer, 8 a .m-:; UC 251. . WEEK INCLUDE:
~.c-=.·,.- .,_,,.\J.S,. Mari~~ Recruiting,. 9 -~-m ., UC
Channel 3: " To Be Continued: Pearl White and the ·serials" :' lob~~nc!sations - ll~kels, 10 a.m., UC
The story of the perils of Pauline. Thursday at 10 with a repeat lobbH y.lth c t M t·
ea
en er
ee ,ng, 12.. 30 p.m.,
Sa turd ay at lo .
_uc 158.
CFS, 7 p.m., UC 215.
NET Festival: "Infancy" and "Childhood" Two one-act
A'PO smoker; 1 p.m., . uc 255-6.
.
sympho-. · FOCUS,
7:30 p:m. UC 252 .
1
b y Thorn ton Wild er Fr1·aay at 9. The Amencan
pays
·
. TUESDAY -.
ny
Orchestra'
will
perform
"Symphony
No
4"
by
CHARLES
t,!.S
.
Marines
Recruiting, 8 a.m .,
.
·
The Interviewer. 8 a.m., UC 251 . UC
IVES Saturday at 9.
APO Membership Drive, 9 a.m ., UC

MOVIE IDGIIlJGHTS INCLUDE:

Suite 206 Mariner Bldg.
5415 Mariner Street
Tampa, Fla. 33609

'400 Blows'
To Conclude
Film Classics

There have been some beautiful moments during the interim between the quarters. All too precious to go unlauded:

Regarding Oracle corresNUMBER 2: The Sexual Freedom League of Berkeley
pondent Robert Fryer's arti- "recommended high noon on Easter Sunday as the best time
cle "Students Remember Bay for students to disrobe at Fort Lauderdale beach and wade
Campus (Mar. 5) " which be- _ naked in the Atlantic ocean." "Ridiculous," said Police Capgins, "Bay Campus is dead!" tain Jack Sherlock.
I do not- wish to charge Mr.
Fryer with exaggeration, but
NUMBER 3: Jerry Lewis said on the "Tonight" show that
some Oracle readers may while flying over Mississippi he used the rest room and fullprefer to suspend judgement filled a life-long desire. Gov. John (Ring-My-Chimes) Bell Wiluntil they have heard our side Iiams was upset.
of the story.
NUMBER 4: That watchdog of Mother and Apple Pie,
DALE D. WILKINSON Time magazine, recently ran a story of the end, finale, and
Bay Campus bankruptcy of Ramparts recently. Ramparts published its .April
OUNA · · issue and said, "To avoid . the death which Time so gleefully
predicted for us we entered into a reorganization plan under
Chapter XI of the federal bankruptcy statutes . .. The reader
will have the pleasure of confounding, once again, the smug arrogance of Time and help bring us to the day when we can
write that magazine's obituary."
CLASSIFIE

14. HELP WANTED
Male, Female

lines

philip runnels

faculty or administrators realize this? Where is the communication between groups on
this campus? How can anyone
believe that the student body
is serious after this example?
Fun is fun, but freedom
should not be taken lightly.
NANCY MANNION

Editor :
This letter is written to the
·protestors of the University ·of
South Florida. With all the
. troubles and terrible times
why must you waste precious
time and energie·s on a protest
as ludicrous as the "eat
. Allen" one staged la s t
Wednesday and Friday?
· , Why not protest the war in
Vietnam, the starvation in
· Biafria, the migrant camps in
Florida, the lack of freedom
in society, police brutality,
.. MACE, or one hundred other
worth-while causes? Why not
protest the Board of Regents
control over this campus,- cilrfe\v , Morrison',s monopoly or
one hundred other causes on
our campus aloQ~?
I REALIZE that this particular protest stems from -when
the Board of Regents met
here to discuss the policies
concerning student organizations, bµt how many students,

18

Deans' Lunch, noon, U,C 255-6.
Lecture, 7 p.nt., Theatre
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 9

U.S. MARINES Recruit ing 8 a.m., UC
223.
THE INTERVIEWER, 8 a.m., UC 251.
NASA, 9 a.m. UC 158.
U.S. MARINES, 9 a.m ., UC lobby.
SOUNOSATIONS TICKETS, 10 a.m.,
UC lobby.
COFFEE HOUSE, 2 p.m ., ENA.

HEY

Co-Op Education
TODAY, APR. 2
Career Planning conference for stu-

• ••

anya .......,,rooves
onyour o ,
The older foll<s have their own tanning products. Tanya is new.
It turns on a new breed of sun worshipers. That's you. You want
a natural Hawaiian tan-deeper, faster. Only Tanya can .give it to you.
Because Tanya has Hawaii's favorite tanning agentscoconut oil and cocoa butter. So Tanya boosts the sun's
natural tanning rays. Make.today happen ... your way ... _get with Tanya.
A full line of suntan products for today's sun children ·
at your bookstore.

COCONUT OIL AN"C>
COCOA BUlTER

\Jhe.n

-,I
L[DU

·1

'

+ind you need

sornet hin__g .... Try the.

LJ"·1versi1',

-"Bookstot"'e..
n

Headqua.rfe.rs for ::1our needs. ''
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PITCHING, HITTING COME THROUdH

Women Netters
Streak To Seven

Baseballers Win 3 Of Last 4
ByJOHN JOLINSKI

lost only one singles · match.
The USF doubles team of
Chris Koutras and Elesa Nelson remained undefeated by
tripping the Maroon team of
Liz. Martin Md Jo Sanford 6-1,

The two wins were the first
and second ·for the quarter
break as the woman netters
rolled its record 7--0.
£ They lost only one singles
match and swept the doubles
competition in overpowering
fr1:iami-Dade North 8-1 , March
~l, on the USF courts.

7-5. '

tory over Mississippi State,
ihe Brahmans again swept all
three doubles matches and

Max Ramos

Women's Tennis
Jaquie and Tish Adams defeated Smith and Scisson 7-5,
6-1, and Gwenda Adams and
Toni Kramer dumped State's
Speicer. sisters 6-1, ~-1. All
five .USF singles winners -were
impressive as they each posted two-set v,ictories ..
The women netters next see
action April 11, when they

.

Chris Koutras Shows Form
travel to Gainesville to take
on the University of Florida.

They shut out the Gators in
their last meeting:

.

~ Brahman Netters Post 9-0 Record To 3-2

>

~ USF's men's tennis team,
backed by the fine play of
tau] deMesquita, Dan Per~ns, and Mike Saine, defeatM Tennessee• Wesleyan 9-0
¥arch 22 at the Brahman
courts.

match over Donny Corey 7-5
and 6-3.

of

IN THE REMAINDER
the singles matches, the Brah:
man netters were all victoriiis
as Bill Fischback, Herb Yohner,' and Larry Bell all posted
wins to give USF an unsurmountable 6-0 lead.

THE BRAHl\.:IAl\"S jumped
~ff to a qu ick lead when deMesquita won a real c 1 o s e

The Brahmans made a
clean sweep of the contest by
easily winning all the doubles
matches.
The team of deMesquitaPerkins . h,andily roUed over
Joyner-Corey 6-2 and 6-2 to assure the Brahmans their third

SPAFFORD TAYLOR
.. . impressive win.

win. Saine and Y o h n e r
·downed Moses and Jones 6-1
and 6-0 while Bell and Fishback beat Dean Morrison and
Buddy Parker.
Coach Spafford Taylor was
quite pleased with his team's
performance and feels that
his team will play stronger as
·the season progresses.

TERRACE
Temple Terrace Shopping C enter

''Quarter III will be our
biggest quarter for intramural
sports this year," said Dr.
Nelson Butler, coordinator of
recreational sports.

Phone 988-2798

During

Quarter

III,

Meet the man with the

College Senior Plan

Jack F. Newkirk
If you're a college senior or graduate
student Protect ive Life's College -Senior
Plan is 'tor you. Th is unioue life i_rl~uranc~:savings program offers special benefits at
pref erred ra tes. And your pol icy is completely paid up by norma l retirement age.
Remember, too, that prem i um deposits
may be deferred until your ea~nings_ increasf! . Sound l i ke a plan worth investigatin g? It is. Get full information from your
Protective life College Representative.

JACK F. NEWKIRK
Su ite 206 Mariner Bldg,
5415 Mariner Street
Tampa, Fla. 33609
Te l: 877-8391

PROTEGTIVE LIFE*.
d1tJH.uxa

COMPANY

)101tt.0,1'1CL-~Ma-l~ALAll,v,(A,.

....,...,,.,J.fl..... b",111, P'.....nt

in-

tramural competition will
take \ place in seven different
sports. Men will have five
sports in which to participate,
and women will have two
sports from wh ich to choose,
he said.

It took USF's baseball team
exactly eight games and 70
frustrating innings to come up
with a winning formula.
The formula - good pitching plus timely hitting equal
victory. As a result, the Brahmans· have won three of their
last four games, after winning
only one of the first eight.
USF EXTENDED ITS record to 4-9 as Jim Diaz and
Marvin Sherzer came forth
with excellent pitching performances, while Larry McGary
and Paul Buzzella provided
the necessary hitting.
Diaz picked up his first win
of the year with a four-hit 3-2
victory o v e r Connecticut,
while Sherzer won his second
of the year with a masterful
3--0 shutout over the same
team. McGary picked up four
hits in the skein including two
doubles and t\vo rbi's. Buzzella also had four hits including
_a triple _and· tw·o rbi's.
THE BRAHMANS WON
their second of the year when
they defeated St. Leo College
7:5 for the second time this
season as Howie Calhoun
came in to stave off a late
ninth inning rally by the Monarchs.

MARVIN SHERZER
. . . records shutout.

After the break started, the
Brahmans dropped t h r e e
quick games and it looked like
Coach Hubert Wright was in
for a long season; before the
Brahmans snapped the losing
spell,

USF DROPPED GAMES to
Valdosta State twice, 3-1 and
10-9, and to Florida Southern
14-2. Buzzella had four hits in
the losses to Valdosta including home run.
The Brahmans snapped an
eight-game losing s t r e a k
against St. Leo when pinch
hitter Tommy Gaskins led off
the bottom of the ninth with
350 foot triple and scored on
Dave Glaize's sacrifice fly .
Calhoun chalked up the victo-

USF's golf team continued
its ~ inning · ways as it upped
its record to 13-1-1 with seven
wins over the quarter break.

events have been included in
thr Recreational Sports Handbook which is available from
'the Recreational Sports Office
in Physical Education 100.

This handbook is revised
ea~h -spring
lThe the fol~
In the men's divisions, there lowing year. Changes are prowill be competition in softball, posed and voted on by reptennis, track & field, wres- resentatives of each of the
tling, and golf. ,The entry teams involved in intramurals
deadline for softball and ten- when t~ey meet each sprin'g. :
nis is Tuesday. Golf and track The rules .for the next year's
intramurals are decided on at
& field entries must be sub- this meeting.
This year's
mitted before April 22.
meeting will take place May
10.
Volleyball and badminton
. are offered in each of the
three ·w o me n's divisions.
There will be singles and doubles play in badminton. The
deadline for entires in 'either
of these . sports is next
Wednesday.

Wr

The Brahmans defeated St.
Leo College and Kent State
University March 21, in a
three-way match, and then
came back the following day
at Deland, to edge the Univers~ y of Michigan, St. Leo,
Southern Illinois, and Georgia
State in a five-way match.

four hits and struck out six.
USF bounced again to the
tune of 3-0 as Sherzer picked
up the Brahmans first shutout
of the season. He struck out
11 and helped his own cause
with a run-producing double
to score Bob Gates.

USF lost a tough 8-6 game
to Tampa University, after
leading the entire contest, but
rebounded to take the next
two games. Mike Macki, making his first start this season
after shaking off a lingering
arm injury, looked impressive
for the first five innings before leaving in the sixth when
the Spartans bagged _ four
runs.

USF took an early lead
when Buzzella singled and
scored on Willard Brimms
double. The Brahmans added
insurance runs on backto-back doubles by Bob Gates
and Sherzer.

THE BRAHMANS e d g e d
Connecticut 3-2 in the eighth
when McGary's double scored
·Glaize who started the inning
.with a single. piaz scattered

USF meets High Point College Friday and Saturday.
Game time is 3 p.m. at the
USF field .

·LOVE BUGS LOVE

2 DIAMOND EARRINGS
-

'

IN LOVELY 14 KARAT GOLD SETTINGS

USF Golfers Tee-Off
To 13-1-1 Over Break

Butler Sees. Biggest
Quarter In 1-M Sports

"Eight Experienced
Cosmetologists To Serve You"

BEAUTY SALON

Perkins, playing in the
number two position; easily
shut-out his opponent, Finley
Moses, 6-0 and 6-0. Saine defeated Stan Jones 6-1 and 6-1
to give the Brahmans quick
3-0 lead.

a

•

: Tlie win eoabled the Brahmans to improve its record to
3-2 for the season and for the
second time climb above the
.500 mark. The South Florida
squ(d met Amherst College at
the USF courts last Saturday.

I

ry, coming in for Sherzer who
tired in the ninth.

Sports Editor

USF's women's tennis team
extended its winning streak to
seven straight as they defeated Mississippi State 8-1 there
last Saturday, and MiamiDade North March 21.

~ IN NOTCHING THEffi vic-

I

\ "?)_/

'I'

-~,~~

In the match at Deland the
Brahmans defeated Michigan
I
319-321 as Bill Dykeman took
low honors for USF with a 78.
McKenty and Curtin each shot
79's while Happel was high
with an 83. Michigan 's Randy

USF - Bob McKenty 79; Mike Curlin 79, Bill Dykeman 78, Gil Happel 83 .
Michigan-Randy Erskine 7/J ; Rod Sum•
pter, BO ; Kieth Malone, 82; Mark Christianson , 83.
St. L~ - Jim Gleason 78; Bob Cook,
80; Howie Liddle, 84; Ron Chumura,
84;
Southern Ill . - Tom Kammamann, .
81 ; Ed Kraft, 88; Lon Schelbel, 88i
Joe Perry, 91.

.:,....:;:

~/~~

•:::· ·' :;,::.,·:

The win over St. Leo was
the fourth straight for the
Brahmans after an opening
day tie to the same team.

South Florida•Gil Happel 78, Mike
Curtin 79 , Warren Wilhil"e 81, Bob Mc•..
Kenty 82.
,/
St . Leo-Bob Cook 77, Jerry Moynihan
79, Howie Lidi!le 81 , J im Gleason 84.
Kent-Rick Meeker 84, John Murs 86,
Dale Knrsoe 86, Cookie · Goodwin 18.

•'• .. ..r:::r:·=~. :)?

.'iwiti;~$ '• sat:;;;

ST. LEO FINISHED third
in the contest with a 326 while
Southern Illinois had a 348
and Georgia a 360.

The Brahmans will compete
in the Cape Coral Invitational
at Cape Coral, Fla. which begins today and lasts until Saturday. Coach Wes Berner
feels that his team should do
well in the tourney.
Three-way Results :

_:t!~\;-~tr>1

' ·ss P.R. ,/?.,. ·, Ji

. .

Erskine was low for the meet
with a net score of 76.

IN FRIDAY'S MED AL
match the Brahmans edged
St. Leo by one stroke, 320-321
and Kent State by 22 as Gil
Happel paced the USF linkers
with a low score of 78 on the
par 72· home course. Mike
Curtin folJowed closely with a
79, while St. Leo's Bob Cook
took low honors for the entire
fiefa with - a 77. Warren Wilhite and· Bob McKenty rounded out the Brahman four with
an 81 and 82 respectively.

;.;;r. "?_::f

Just say Charge it! .·..
Use our convenient payment plan!
DIA M OND MERCHANTS OF AMERICA

G~':IRR!'J:s
IN TAMPA SHOP AT GORDON 'S

• 3924 BRITTON PLAZA SHOPPING CTR,
• NORlHGATE SHOe~ING C_EN.T_ER -= ==~
eJERR..ACEJILA°ZA, TEMPLE TERRACE

~

OTHER STORES IN: ST. PETERSBURG , CLEARWATER,
BRADENTON. PLANT CITY AND LAKE LAND

Five-way results :

"Spring is

Busting out
all over~'
at

Bill Currie

~

The rules and schedule for
the up-coming intramuraj

.
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Exalt your mind and pleasure your senses with a bright ·new
Muntz .car or home stereo system.
Each member of , the Muntz family of outstanding stereo
product:s .is a great sight with a great sound.
'·
The Muntz bag includes sight and sound, not to mention superb p€!rformarrce, compatibility, low cost and styling
1
excellence.
Y 011' ll turn each other on.
The Muntz product line embraces a variety of cartridge playback units for cars, homes and boats, along with stereo-cartridges
from the Muntz library of more than 100,000 musical titles. And
there's a world of Muntz stereo accessories.
Go see a Muntz dealer today - they're everywhere - ~d tell
him today's the day you've decided to make your part of the
world sound better.
Someone has to lead the way •• •

..•
t

World's leading producer of fine stereo products for cars, homes,
All new car stereo from $29.95 - To Pay more is-sheer extravagance!
. MUNTZ STEREO CARTRIDGE CENTERS

.-...

Hai Karate-be careful how you use it.

FLOJUDA AVE.

1966 Ford Galaxie • • • . • • . • • • • • • • • • $1197
2-Dr. Hardtop , VS, Cruise-0-Matit, radio, heater, WSW, wheel
covers.

'
1969 Fairlane 500, 2-Dr •••••••••••• $2494

Hardtop, VS, Cruise-O-Matic, radio, heater, WSW, wh . covers,
factory air•

DALE MABRY

-~--

:t'.
Even the might of the military can't protect you if you're not
careful how you use Hai Karate® After Shave and Cologne. One
whiff and females get that "make love not war" look in their
eyes. So to maintain military discipline and keep your uniform
iniact, we put instructions on self-defense in every package.
'
I
Just in case it comes down to hand-to-oand combat.

This Week's Special

1967 Mustang 2&2 Fastback ••••••• $1995
390 .. 4 barrel High Per·formance , 4-speed, Power steer i ng and

iii

I

:..:::.-'

brakes, Mags, wide ovals, radio & heater.

MUNTZ ..

STEREO-PAl(rNc
NOi AFFILIATED WITH MUNTZ lY

8402 Nebraska Ave.
3337 Henderson Blvd.
Tampa, Florida

1967 FORD ............ ~ .....•.••. $1995
2 ... dr. Hardtop, VS, Automatic, Power steering , factory air, W/W,
Wheel Covers.
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Sororities· Plan Active Quarter
ALPHA EPSILON Pm
On March 9 the sisters and
pledges hosted an ice cream
social with TKE. That evening the Gamma pledge class
of AEPhi was kidnapped by
the pledges' big sisters and
treated to dinner at Licata's
Restaurant.
Sisters Irene Pomerantz,
Sheila Fages and Joanne
Steiner graduated. Sisters
Sharon Kaufman, Joan Gross
and Gail Gordon were engaged, Eddyse and Sherry
Siegel were pinned and Deb-

Taste
'that
beats
the
others
cold!

bie Argintar was lavaliered.
Cheryl Albert is a member
of Athenaeum.
March 16 the pledges gave
the sister's a party at the
Gates Apartments.
ALPHA DELTA PI
New ADPi officers . are:
Cindy S t r o n g, president;
B e c k y B u r r e s s, vicepresident; Gail Malcolm, recording secretary; Ann Baldwin, corresponding secretary;
Annelle Puglesi and Joyce
Joyner, Panhellenic officers;
Peggy Jones, membership selection; Claire Blanchard,
chaplain; Elaine Sanchez, reporter, Delores Torribio, historian, Beverly Suarez, guard;
Marcelle Cherry, registrar;
Joyce Joyner and Peggy
Jones, members-at-large.
Debbie Can·oll will sing a
solo in "Scarborough Affair"
tor the Greek Chorus. She,
along with Pat Morris and
Gail Malcolm, sang a small
ensemble of "Reach Out" at
the March 12 IFC meeting.
ADPi's delegates to the
TKE calendar girl contest are
Pat Morris, Linda Taylor and
Janis McCall.
Sister Anelle Puglesi is
modeling in the Delta Zeta
fashion show and the Sacred ·

Heart Academy al u m n a e
fashion show.
Elaine Sanchez is the new
resident assistant for Quarter
III for the ADPi floor.
Rita Hall received ADPi's
Diddlee-Pooh Spirit Award of
the week in appreciation for
her work as social chairman.
Cm CHI Cm
The sisters of Tri Chi sponsored- their spring semiformal at the Carroilwood
Golf and Country Club. The
Power and Light played at the
dance.
The sorority hosted a baby
shower for their advisor Mrs.
Joy Stone.
Tri Chi honors are: Margaret Miller, outgoing Tri Chi
president, received an invitation to the National Student
Register. Membership is
based on extra-curricular activities and sch o I a st ic
achievement. Eileen Foster is
Panhellenic council's new secretary. Lynda Losey was appointed to the All University
Committee for Special Events
and Lectures.
Newly elected oificers are
Linda Anderson, president;
Judy Gonzalez vice-president;
Linda Minkley, treasurer;
Patty Gonzalez, recordiri.g

secretary; Gwen Gove corresponding secretary; Lynda
Losey, his tori an; Vicki
MGowan, Gayle Klar, Panhellenic repre·sentatives; Alice
R as h 1 e y,
pledgemaster ;
Peggy Rocha, rush chairman ;
Ceil Willson, parliamentarian;
Margaret Miller, chaplain;
Susan Kilbey, academic chairman; Barbara Jackson, social
chairman ; Gay Deland, Shirley Sanchez, public relations ;
Karen Solomon, athletics; and
Kay Stoltz, song-leader.

CID OMEGA
Donna Allen, Carolyn Jessen and Vickie Vail were chosen as ChiO's three outstanding seniors.
Gail Crowell, Jane Skipp
and Becky Sopkin were

tapped for membership in antlianeum.
Thirteen sisters and pledges
attended a State Day convention at Florida State. FSU
dean of women was the guest
speaker.
The ChiO fund-raising project for Quarter II was a car
wa·s h held at Burger Chef in
Temple Terrace.
DELTA DELTA DELTA
The sisters sponsored their
annual Crescent Ball on February 22 at the Commerce
club.
Linda Bigby was chosen
second vice-president of Panhellenic.
The Tri Delts spent Saturday, March 1, stuffing Easter
Seal envelopes for their ser-

Fr~ts
Aid
City,
,
Honest-toPepsi taste!
Plan Social$, .
PEPSI•
COLA HelP University
1lck up an 11tr1 carton toujl

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
The ATO's observed Founder's Day March 6. The frater-

RRACE

re

. cut-rate liquors
844& 56th ST.

TEMPLE TERRACE CUT RATE LIQUORS

N'EXT TO PANTRY PRIDE
53-26 BUSCH BLVD.

nity and their alumni and
guests attend a dinner at the
Commerce Club.
Thirty brothers went to the
University of Florida to attend the chapter's weekend.
Entertainment- was by Doug
Clark and the Hot Nuts.
New Little Sisters and their
Big Brothers are Lisa Hansen
and Woody Woodruff, Mary
Judy and Bill Brantly and
Ann Baldwin and Jon Whea-

ton.

Greeks ytork And Play In Their Activities

C h a p t e r sweetheart is
Becky Burress. Brothers Dan
.Duerr and Micky Soderlind
graduated Quarter II. Ron
Young is a Tri Delta mascot.
Brother Ed O'Neal and Pam
F~~ wer'r. :in-ar~ied March 22.

Oil MOllE lV:t~EKl~1· THIS Sl'JIJIER ...

~Good Humor·
~.
...
OFFERS IT!.

~

CAMPUS

~ INTERVIEW

APRIL 17

One of the highest paying o[
all summer jobs
Many students working full
summer averaged above $125
weekly. One out of three made
$133 or more weekly. One out
of four made $139 or more
weekly.
How to qualify for interview
1(1) Minimum age 18. (2) Need
valid driver's l icense and be
ab!~ to ci'rive clutch transmis•

sion. (3) Be in good physical
condition. No experience neces.
sary. Work is easily learned •••
and everything yo'u need to suc•
ceed is supplied, free. You 're
your own boss .•. work in the
open where people have been
buying GOOD HUMORforyears.
Sign up now for interview
See your Summer Placement
Director or Student Aid Officer
now.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER (M/F)

vice project for Quarter II.
ols is engaged to Terry Wells.
Tri Delta was the· guest of Andy Anderson is pinned to
Phil Delta Theat fraternity at Mike Johnson. Sandy Alvarez
a picnic given in their honor. is lavaliered to Sam Loft and
On March 9 the sorority Kit Kramer is lavaliered to
sponsored a rush picnic at Jeff Hartson.
DELTA GAMMA
Hillsborough State Park.
New DG officers for the
The pledges hosted a su~prise party for the sisterhood year are: Janan Mikkelson,
in the Delta 2 West lounge on president; Marilyn Bennett,
March 5. March 15 the pledg- first vice-president, · Tricia
es sold doughnuts for their W a 11 a c e, s e co n d vicepresident, Carol MacGill, cor•
money making project.
responding secretary; Debby.
Linda Deacon is engaged to Darby, recording secretary;
Greg Pickwick, Isabel Hinton Linda Holbrook, treasurer,
is engaged to Ralph Russo, · Linda Alexander, Anchora Linda Homyk is engaged 'to public relations chairman ;
Larry Ulvila and Karen Nich- Pris Goble, foundation chair•
man ; Cindy Frank, historian;
Pam Freeman and Mary Lou
Hofsetter, Panhellenic dele.gates; Kathy Boyce, rituals
chairman ; Linda Kaufmann,
rush chairman ; Loree Bryer,
scholarship chairman ; Chris
Chambers, social chairman;
Debby Cook, house manager;
Lin d a Fulghum, assistant
rush chairman; Jeanne Suprenaut, special events chairman; Sandy Winnin~, song
leader ; Terri Bowden, . intramurals c h a i r m a n and
Donna Wright, parliamentarian.
The DG's celebrated Founder's Day on March 15 ,vith
Tampa Alumnae. The chapter
spent the day on the Riverboat and attended a luncheon.
The DG's wore sailor uniforms complete .with hats and
middie blouses.
Lani Ziegler was tapped for
Athenaeum.
The pledges made DG window signs for the sisters for
their pledge project. The
signs were in the shape of
sailor hats a nd had the sisters
names on them. The pledge
class also challenged the sisters to a softball game. The
pledges won 10~2.
. KAPPA DELTA
The KD's sponsored a ser•
vice to honor the 111th chapter of Kappa Delta. The new
chapter is Delta Pi at Eastern~
Tennessee State College.

DELTA TAU DELTA
New Delta littll! sisters are:
Betsy Blitch, Beverly Dean,
Ruth DeVine, Li~da Dolphy,
Diane Fox, Kathy Hicks, Shirley Howett, Evelyn Kindinis,
Marilyn Kovac, Valrie Massey, Marie O'Hara, Annelle
Puglisi, Jean Raskin and Sherri Rubin.
The annual Rainbow Ball,
commemorating the installation of Epsilon Pi Chapter
was highlighted by a formal
dance and awards dinner. The
principal speaker was alumni
Joseph Kalish who presented
out-going . president Harry
Kingsbery with a golden gavel
of appreciation from the
brothers for his exemplary
service and leadership to the
fraternity.
Other awards i n c l u d e d

scholarship plaques to James
Moses, James Campbell, Dennis Rehrig and Jerry McDonald; Outstanding Senior Service Award to Wa~e Lee;
Best Pledge Award to Tom
Whitaker. After the dinner,
music was provided by The
Syndicate.

More Next Week

~andwieh

Plans for this quarter include the Second Annual Sorority of the Year P articipa•
tion Trophy given to the most
active sorority for participation in campus and community activities throughout the
year. Delt Weekend plans are
now in the finsihing stages.
LAI\IBDA. cm ALPHA
Lambda Chi's celebrated
their 56th anniversary March
22 with a dinner and other
events.
March 22, Charles Tonkin, a
senior and Student Government vice president and Betsy
Smoot, a Chi Omega and
Lambda Chi little sister were
married at St. Margaret Mary
Church in Orlando.
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10124 f"LOR!DJ. AVE. -
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10200 · JOtl, STR.EET 901 WOT KENNEDY
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Giant Hamburger (6 oz.) •. . SO
Fried Fish fCilet •.............. .45
Ham & Swiss Cheese ......... SO
Roast Beef •...................... .65 · ·
Kosher Corned Beef •....... ;75
Sliced Turkey •.........!.......60
Large Submarine •;.,·•······· .65
Italian Sausage ..........•.... · .65
Big St. John................... .5.5
Baked Harn .................... 50
Roast Pork ..................... .65
Kosher Pastrami .......... ... .5.5
Sliced. Chicken ............... .60
Tampa's Be~t Cuban Mixed.55

BOULEVARD

t
2

3.

935. 3965
935 . 8 204
254• 7461

AGAIN":
AGAIN
AGAIN
AGAIN
AGAIN
AG.AIN
AGAIN
AGAIN .
AGAIN
AGAIN·,
AGAIN.~
AGAIN

'AGAIN
AGAIN
AGAIN
AGAIN

What's so ~iecial about
Beechwood Ageing?·

AGAI N
AGAIN
AGAI N
AGAI N
. AGAI N
AGAIN
AGAIN
AGAIN

let Budweiser ferment .a second time.
(Most brewers quit after one fermentation. We don't.)
These beechwood strips offer extra
surface area for tiny yeast particles
to cling to, helping clarify
the beer. And since these
. strips are also porous, they
help absorb beer's natural
~'edge," giving Budweise:t
its finished taste. Or.in other
words, "a taste, a smoothness and a drinkability you
will find iii no other beer at
any price."
Ah yes,·drinkability. That's
what's so special about
Beechwood Ageing.
But you know that.

AGAIN
AGAIN
AGAIN
AGAIN
AG AIN
AGAIN
AGAIN
AGAIN
AGAIN
AGAIN
AGAIN
AGAIN
AGAIN
AGA IN
AGAIN
AGAIN

Meet the

Brothers of

UNIVERSITY CHAPEL
1
FELLOWSH IP
Saturdays ·a -12 p.m.

Budweiser. is the King of Beers.,
(But you know that.)

satisfies

AGAIN
AGAIN
AGAIN
AGAIN

More Next Weew

We mu.st be bragging too ·much abQut
Beechwood Ageing.
Because we're starting to get some
:flak about it. Like, "Beechwood,
Beechwood .•• big deal." And "If
Beechwood Ageing is so hot,
why don't you tell every:.
body what it is?"
So we will.
First, it isn't big wooden
casks that we age Budweiser
in.
But it is a layer of thin
wood strips from the beech
tree (what else?) laid down
in a dense lattice on the
bottom of our glass-lined
and stainless steel lagering
tanks. This is where we

\

AGAIN
AGAIN
AGAIN
AGAIN

11, Fried Chicken ...................... 1.00
Fried Ju mbo Shrimp .•............... .1.00
Italian Spaghetti with Meat Sauce .. 50, & 75,
B.u B-Q Chicken........................ J.00

TAMPA. FLORIDA

I

Folksin·ging • Films• Poetry
Drinks 25¢
Free Coffee and _p opcorn

·

ANHEUSER•BUSCH, INC. • ST. LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS ANGELES • TAMPA • HOUSTON • CO.LUMBUS.
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Thursday Night
April 3, 7 p.m•.
UC256

Casual Dress
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velous, if a bit frenetic.
PLAYBOY came "Fortitude,"
THE OTHER SHOWS directed by John R. May, with
WERE directed by students, the most elaborate ·s et of last
perhaps the most successful quarter's afternoon producbeing ·"The Drapes Come," tions. John made good use of
directed by Bob Pregentek. the script, which was not necThe two-character show was essarily intended for the
well cast, utilizing effectively stage, and cast as his princithe talents of two .girls, Jane pal character in this mad sciJ ackson. and Stephanie Miller, entists farce the enigmatic
displaying nicely their abili- Darryl, who, even without his
ties as actresses.
last name, is one of the most
Bob also,· as well as direct- promising new actors in the
ing, deserves plaudits for his Department.
performances m "Crawling
Darryl had directed and
Arnold" a nd "Monica." Sher- written the play without
rie Ahlin directed "Monica," words, "The Failure," which,
featuring Pregentek and Greg · excellent in concept, · faiied
Musselman, and the combina- only in the pacing -of the per-

By DOUG KAYE

Correspondent
Looking back· on . Experimental Theatre, the program
has enjoyed an extremely succe'ssful quarter. Out of the
nine afternoon shows presented last quarter, six were very
well received by audiences.
Jack Belt, director of Experimental Theatre, ·handled
two of the shows personally.
Opening up the quarter with
catoonist J u l e s Feiffer's
"Crawling Arnold," he set the
mood for the whole quarter,
which was generally a 'season
of black comedy (no racial innuendoes intended). Belt also

Curtain's Friday A't 2'

1

masterminded "Babble One,
etc.", the most successful of
'the three Happenings presented by Experimental Theatre
since its inception ; the audic ence participation was mar-

Jack Belt's In· Charge_
Experi-lnental Theatre

tion of the three, with the
brief addition of Darryl,
turned out a rather macabrely humorous mood piece,
handling it just right.
FRO~I THE PAGES OF

formarice. This unfortunately
made it one of the couple of
shows not quite up to par. '
TWO PLAYS BY AR'.l;HUR
KOPIT were presented Chamber Music" and "Sing To

Me Through Open Windows";
one wa's a success - the other
fell just a bit short. Rlch
Sharkey, who directed
"Chamber Music," handled
an all-girl ensemble superbly,
orchestrating· the characters
(all schizos) and voices befit~
ting the play's title.

Sharon Conger and Nita Laca, people being turned away at
succeeded in delighting the t he door each performance,
audience with Marcel Mar- and the house was packed to
ceau-type skits. But the fol- capacity.
low-up, Sini Lamp's "The Two · . Only the dates of this quarFaces of Him," was rather ter's Experimental Theatre
vague and uncertain.
have been established. No one
All in. all, the afternoon will know what specific aftershows were quite successful. noon shows· will be coming up
The other efforts by Experi- until they go into rehearsal.
However, it was . he ,\\'.ho, mental
Theatre culminated in ' All that fs definite is that if
due to i_llness, lacked the pol- "Hair"
and Brion Black's Se- the company . maintains its
ish in "Sing To Me Through nior
Project, "The Odd Cou- present . quality, attendance
Open Windows" that disal- ple,"
each running three eve- every Friday at 2 p.m. in the
lowed the .show to equal the nings.
Response to both shows Centre ·stage will be indeed
norm set by the others. ·
was fantastic, with hordes of worthwhile.
Cherry Lynn McIntyre, who di- ·
rected- "Sing To Me , . ." and
1iad played a major part jn'
Rich's . Kopit, showed her talent for directing in the handling of the other two characAll kinds of leather gear.
ters. · Ron Zarr, especially,
Get with the tuff leather look.
stood out in the show with his·
All items custom made.
deft technique for pantomime.

i>IG LEATHER!

CLOSING THE QUARTER
WERE TWO short mime production's under the headjng of.
"The So u n d s of Silence."·
"CongerLaca," the team of

Richard- Eberhart~Here
For POetry Festival
do Junior College, Palm
Beach Junior College, St. Petersburg Junior College' (both
Clearwater and St. Pete Campus) and Valencia Junior College.

The Sixth Annual Poetry
f.estiv~l, sponsored by the
.Speech Department, w i 11
.begin April 17 with the presentation of a Readers Theatre adaptation of Milton's
."Paradise Lost" under the
direction of Dr. Raymond
Schneider. It will also end the
festival on April 19.
· The guest poet will be Richard Eberhart, winner of Pulitzer Prize in 1966 ia nd recipient" last year of the_Fellow of
the .,Academy of American
Poets award of $5000 for "distinguished poetic achievement" He will present a poet. ry reading April 18 in the
Theatre.
·
ROBERT WALLACE will re-

turn for his fifth year as director of the Poets' Workshop and
to read bis new poems on
April 18.
F_r:ank Galati, last year's
co-,vinner of the USF " Excellence in Teaching" award

ON APRIL 18 AND 19, students and faculty critics of'
the various institutions will
participate in individual and
group oral interpretation of
poetry and in the oral reading
and criticism of student poetry in the Poet's Workshop.
The USF representatives in
the workshop had not been announced as of pres~ time.

DR. ALMA SARETT
. . . annowices plans.

(with Dr. Jerome Krivanek),
will return for an oral interpretation program of poetry
on April 18.

GALATI IS A former USF
instructor and A s s i s t a n t
P rofessor of Speech, and is
currently studying for his doctorate at Northwestern University. Galati staged such
productions as "Lysistrata,"
"M Company," "Snow White
and the Seven Dwarfs," and
"The Little Prince" while he
taught here.

''Herrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrre's ·Ralph''
Gone, and perhaps better forgotten, are the
motley crew that poured out WUSF'S (Channel ,16) answer to "Is Johnny Carson Really
A Sweedish Barbie Doll?" R-alph Ra.gen (center) hosted "Potpourri," 16's weekly variety
s~ow, with Bob Erwin (right) and Phil Runnels. Ragen graduated Quarter II and handed

At the Fe~tival luncheon on 1
April 19, superior poets and
oral interpreters will be recognized. They will present
their winning entries in a Festival Assembly later the same
afternoon.

Joins USF

By DOUG KAYE
Correspondent
Theatre USF's o p e n i n g
gambit this qua rter is a
ROYAL GAMBIT - which is
the name of the play by Hermann Gressieker. Directed by
Carl Williams, the show will
run April 17-19, 24-26, and
May 1-3 in the Centre Stage.
"Royal Gambit" is an historical comedy based on the
life, loves, and times of Henry
VIII, complete with every one
of his six wives in what is
perhaps one of the most

sa500

The Most Reasonable

European Airfare
~

·

$2-80

Bowen Travel Service

Nikos Kazantzakis'
masterpiece

(Continued from Page l)

Musical Arts Trio, April 22;
and The Philharmonic Trio,
May 20.
IN TERMS OF audience
development, the Division of
Fine Arts has enlisted the
help of the Pan Hellenic
Council and its member sororities who will become involved in the operation of this
series through such " behindthe-scenes" a c t i v i .t i e s as
meeting the artists at the airport, transporting them during their stay and ushering for.
the recitals.
The Marlboro Trio will be
presented in the Fine Arts Auditorium at 8:30 p.m.

FOUNDED IN 1961 at the
Marlboro Music. Festival, the
Trio inherits its .musical
ideals and artjstic integrity
from the Festival and its artistic director, Rudolf Serkin.
The Trio, composed of pianist,

copies sold!

And don't miss: New
editions of these other
superb Kazantzakis
n9vels: SAINT FRANCIS,
. . THE GREEK PASSION,
FREEDOM OR DEATH
95¢ ·eac:'1 wherever
r■,:\ BALLANTINE BOOKS
'=.L:laresold

Mitchell Andrews, violinist
Gerald Tarack, and cellist
Charles McCracken, is considered "one· of the most important ensembles in the U.S.A."
(United Press International).
Andrews has performed as
soloist with orchestra, as recitalist and as chamber musician on three continents, and
has recorded as soloist with
Leopold Stokowski.

· TARACK, WHO HAS also
recorded with Stokowski, is
familiar to New York concertgoers as frequent soloist with
the Mozart Festival Orchestra
an!} Clarion Concerts. ·
McCracken, a member of
the. Galimir Quartet for five
years, has appeared as solo
ceilist with the Little Orchestra Society, the Lincoln Center Festival Orchestra, ·the
Metropolitan Opera Orchestra, and Alexander Sc\meider's chamber .orchestra.

-FREE
SOAP

Now -a_
t .your local
bookstor.e o:
"Alive with energy •••

nearly 1,000,000

chronologically cockeyed pieces of modern tl1eatre ever to
make any sense.
In the undeniably enviable
position of sole male character is Jack Belt as Henry
Tudor , King of England. His
wives, in order of wedlock, are
Karen Spadacene as Katarina
of Aragon, Jan Corns as Anne
Bolyn, Suzanne Lunny as
J ane Seymour, Cherry Lynn
McIntyre as Anna of Cleves,
Barbara "Bunny'' Town as
Kathryn Howard, and P am
Mackey as Kate Parr.
Russell G. Whaley is design-

Chamber Series Thursday

RBA'
Tff€GREEK
earthy and Rabelaisian,"
says the Saturday
Review about this fiery
tale of a modern pagan
by ." the Proteus of
contemporary novel
writing." - N.Y. Times
. Book Review. Already
an award-winning
movie ••• now a smash
-Broadway musical •••

lnS minutes it.had better
turn-into a station wagon.
When something tells .ygu to break
camp fast; the Volkswagen Campmobile is
an easy camp to break.
The_tent folds up· in four minutes and the
roof clamps shut in 10 seconds. Which
leaves you 50 seconds to tidy up inside.
Before th e tide comes in outside. ·
Time enough to open all the cu rtains.
Put the mi.lk in the icebox. Rinse your coffee
cup in the sink. Make the dining room table
disappear. Turn the fu ll -length ·double bed
into·!:l seat.
And that's it.
You're ready lo hea9 for higher ground
in a VW-type station wagon with all the
VW-type virtues:
An air-cooled engine "that p·resses
down on the rear wheels, giving you extra
traction in snow. And sand. !We got you·
into this mess. And we'll get you out of itJ
Gas economy. Up to 23 miles on a 9.allon of regular. .
.
And space. More than you'd get in any
conventional station wagon.
So if you go home empty-ha nded in a
Campmobile, you're really empty.

'Royal Gambit' Coming

Dr. Alma Sarett is Director
of the Festival, as she has
been since its inception in 1964.
Assistant Directors are Kay
Kelly and Michael Kaplan,
both Speech Department faculty. Student Director is Miss
Sandra Thomas, 4SPE.

Institutions planning to participate in the Festival, in ad- Miss Wrancher
dition to USF. are: Florida
Atlantic . University, Florida
State University, Stetson University, University of Miami,
University of Tampa, Florida Music Faculty
Presbyterian College, New
Miss Elizabeth Wrancher
College, Saint Leo College,
has joined the Department of
Bx:oward Junior College, ChiMusic faculty as an assi;;tant
pola Junior College, Florida
professor of voice.
Norelco Model 85 Pocket
College, Florida Junior ColMemo Pocket-size
She will be featured in a
lege at Jacksonville, Gulf
note-taker
Coast College, Hillsborough vocal recital May 24 in Fine
Junior College, Lake City Jun- Arts Humanities 101.
Phone 876-4483
ior
College, Miami-Dade .JunKOROL OFFICE
Miss Wrancher recently
ior
College, Nor th Florida sang the female lead in IndiEQUIPMENT
Junior College, Okaloosa- ana University's Easter Sea.150 S. DALE MABRY
Walton Junior College, Orlan- son presentation of Wagner's
Parsifal. It was -t he first time
in the history of the University that a major role in an
operil was done by a singer
not affiliated with the school.
In 1967 Miss Wrancher sang
Nassau to _
Luxembourg • • • • • • • • •
the role of Brunnhilde in WagChampagne Flight - Summer Excursion
ner's S i e g fr f e d at the
Augsburg Opera House, after
"·
AN
which she was called to Berlin
to audition for Herbert von
•
I
'Karajan. She was then en3614 Henderson Blvd.
SfAS
gaged to perform in his new
Phone 877-5766
•
production of Die Walkure for
the Salzburg Easter Fe-stival.

the show to Bob Zemina, Bob Erwin and
Craig (Crazy Navel) King. "Potpourri" features local talent, unexpurgated quips and
if the show's director Dick Brown has any
say, a female or two or three or four or five.
So, turn it on and tune in.
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· N°"EV~R Toa LAfe
-U NDERSTANDlNG COMES
FASTER WITH
CLIFF'S NOTES!
OVER 175 TITLES

$1 EACH

AT YOUR BOOKSELLER

SHOPPING

CENTER

OPEN 5:30 A.M.10:30 P.M.

-LINCOLN, NEBRASKA 68501

ing the set_s ·and costumes for
this production, ;md Eldon
Mecham, with Rich Sharkey
assisting, is lighting designer
and technical director. George
Gould is stage manager with
Laurie Tummolo as his assistant.
Tickets will be on sale by
Monday at the Theatre Box
Office.

Tryouts Tonight
For 'Galileo'
The Theatre Department
has announced · tryouts for
their major production of
" Galileo" by Bertolt Brecht
will be held tonight at 7 :30 in
Theatre Centre.
It is being directed by Peter
B. O'Sullivan and has a cast
of 60. It will open May 22 in
the Theatre.

Lindell Volkswagen, Inc.
3900 John F. Kennedy Blvd.
Tampa
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11333 North Florida Avenue
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